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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

t

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2
3'

ORAL PRESENTATIONS ON CRBR
PUBLIC MEETING
)

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Room 1130
1717 H Streat, N.W.
Washington, D. c.
Wednesday, December 16, 1981
.The Commission met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35

10

a.m· •.•.
11

12
13,

14

15:

BEFORE.~

NUZIO PALLADINO, Chairman
PETER BRADFOR~, Com~issioner
VICTOR GILINSKY, Commissioner·
JOHN AHEARNE, Cbmmissioner
THOMAS ROBERTS, Comm~ssioner

16 ALSO PRESENT i
Wessrs~ Chilk, Bickwit, Remick, Treby,
Silverstrom, Thomas, Wallace, Greenberg, Sherr, Von Cannon,
18 and Ms •. Breckenridge, and Ms. Finamore.

17

19

20.
21'
22

•

23
24
25
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P R 0 C E E D I N' G S

1

2

( 10: 35 a ~ m • )
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4·.

The meeting wi11 please come

to order.
This morning the Commission wil1 hear from

6<

interested parties
on· the procedures for handling. the
,

7 n·epartment of Ene.rgy •s. exemption request for the proposed
8·- Clinch River breeder reactor.

In particula-r, the Commission

9' is interested in recei.v.ing the parties' views on what NRC
10-body

shoul~

11' NRC Staff,
12·

make· the decision

o~

the request; that is, the

an. adjudicatory board after a trial-type hearing,

or the .Commission itself.

13

Before

h~aring

from

the.~arties,

14· sketch the background of the matter.

let me brief1y

On November 30, 1981,.

15 the. Department of Energy for itself and on behalf of its
16 co-.applicants, Project Management Corporation and the

17

T~nnessee

Valley Authority, requested NRC authorization

18 under· 10 CFR 50.12 of the Commission's rules to conduct site
19 preparation activities.
~include

The

pro~osed

activities wbuld

site.clearing, grading, excavation, and construction

21· of temporary support and certain service facilities •.
22

DOE requested

author~tization

23 activities in March of 1982.
~

to begin these

On December 9, 1981, the

Commission met to discuss the procedures for handling the

25 DOE request for an exemption.

At that

meet~ng

the
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3

t Commission reaffirmed its desire to give the parties to the
~

CRBR 1.icensing

proceedin~

a

on the procedure for handling the DOE request.

an opportunity to give their views

A meeting to receive those views had been

4,

5' scheduled' for December 11, 19a 1·.

However;. at the request of

6:•· the Natu,ral Resources· Def·ense Council. the meeting was-

7: pos.tponed. untiL today, December: 16·.
A:s' I said,. the·· purpose of the meeting is. to hear
9'· views on the procedures· for handlinq the CRBR exempti.on

10 request.
n~

The parties. should not address the question of

v-hether the DOE request. should be qr:anted or denied.

The·

12 parties will. be af£orded the opportunity to address that
1&question at a. later date.
~·ith

this background·, I

w.ould like to ask my

15· fellow. Commi'ssioners whether they have any other statements·
1& to present at this time?
17

(No response.)

18

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO=

1a.to the oral presentations.
20 Applicants,

DOE~

Seeing none, let me turn now

We will hear first from the

Project Management,. and TVA.

They will

21 have 20 minutes to. present their views,. not counting
22.. questions we might ask.

Thereafter, NRDC , .. on behalf of

23 itself and the Sierra Club, will have 20 minutes for their
~·presentations.

25

Finally, I

understand that the State of Tennessee
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4

1 would like to make a statement, and we will follow that then

a

with a statement from the sfat~ of Tennessee.

And. we can

3 allo~ up to 20 minutes there also.
4:

Mr~

-So with that, let me turn the meeting over to

5; Edg.ar: and Mr .. Silverstrom·, who wil.l. make th.e presentation·s·
~;

on beha·lf of' .the• Appl.icants·.
·MR. EDGAR: .. Ky name is George Edgar •

. 8' partnei::: in: the Washinqton·- law firm: of Morqan·,. Lew.is, and·
.

9, Bachius.

..

.

'

I. represent one of· the three co-Applicants,

10 Project M.anag.ement Corporation.

With me here today are

11 representatives· .from,. the Departm·ent of Enerqy and TVA, and
tZ perhaps. they

13:

coul~

introduce themselves.

MR~ WALLACE~

I

a~

Louis Wallace, Deputy General

14 Counsel of the· Tennessee Valley AuthoritY•·
1~here

And we appear

in support of the requested authorization.

Mr. Edgar

16 will handle the presentation for us.
17

HR. SILVERSTROM:

I am Leon Silverstrom, Assist~nt

18 General Counsel for the Department of Energy.
19

MR- EDGARl

I have two preliminary matters.

The

20. first is tha-t Representative Bouquard • s off ice has given me
21 this morning a copy of a letter to the Chairman of the
22 Commission concerning the request.

I would like to

23 distribute that to the Commission on their behalf, and we
~.wi11

assure that copies are made

~vai1able

in the public

25 document room.
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINOL

t

Do you see any problem with

2- that?
COMMISSIONER

3

4

BRADFORD~

That may not be

Have we seen the letter?

nece~sary.

5,

CO!MISSIONE~ AHEARNE~

5,,_

{I.a·ughte r ei r-

t

( Document -distributed- to parties.)

8

-MR'•-- EDGAR.:

_~that

yesterda~

Expedited mail service.

The- second item, preliminarily, is-

we filed with the

Comm~ss~on

a one-page

10 Applicant •·s proposed schedule for review of SO •. 12 request •.
11 I assume the· Commissioners have that.
12 brought extra· copies w-ith me.

If not,

r have

We have also served the NRDC

13- and- oth.ers by- hand.
CHJHRMAN- PALLADINO;-

I be-lieve we all have

15 copies.
HR. EDGAR:

16

17 presentation brief.

Mr. Chairman, we will make our
The Section SO .12 request was

18 accompanied by a legal memorandum filed on behalf of the19 Applicants. _Section 4- of that legal_ memorandum expresses
~

our view that the

Commi~sion

should decide the

In our view, only the Cbmmission has the authority

21-

22. to grant relief under Section S0.12.
~-important

24

request~

matters of

exceptional.

policy~

The request involves

The circumstances are truly

And we think the Commission. is best equipped

25 to decide this matter.

W~

see no value in referral to a
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1 licensing board..

We think that the Commission is the

~

decisionmaker of last resort and that the issues are

a

appropriat~

for the Commission to decide.

Additionally and,.

w•

think, the more siginficant

. 5 factor. here·, having. esta·blished who· should decide the point,

: 6: th~. real question·
7 emp:loyed..

is

what' the proced·ure is that should be

An:d our· oil.e~pag:e hil'ndout addresses that point.

~ L~~ me tr~·t~ summarize. it:with·refecence to five basic

9·; e·lements. of thi·s proposed sched.ule·.
10

The first element i·s that we believe that there

· 1t should· be· a' period. for public comment.
12 four weeks for that period.

We have assigned·

We think i t is important,

13 par.ticu1a:ly in· view, of th.e· national character of the
14 project,. that broad public comment.

~hould

be

obtained~

The second element of the proposal is that there
1~sho~ld

be an opportunity· for response.

We think in the

17 interest of completeness of the record, we think also in-the
18 interest of having the issues narrowed for the Commission's
19- decision, that a response would be appropriate and useful.
20.

The third element that we have provided is a

21 procedure for having questions from the Commission to
22 whomever may be in· possession of information which is of
~

value to the Commission.

We have established a period of

24. f.our weeks in which the Commission would pose questions in
25.vriting to any party.

~hose

are the noted milestones 3 and
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1

s·

on the schedule.

We think i t is important to emphasize

2 her.e that having a procedure for written ques.tions has the

3 following: advantages:.

One,. it is fair.
5

Commiss~on"s

It gives everyone notice of the

questions.

Secondly,. ve think i t is a ma·tter. of good business.
. - .

-

_.

-

7' · prac:tice ~, . It provides.·
..

a,

a perm anent record.

It provides a

clear· recordC..,
Thirdly, we think it puts the right emphasis.on

9'

10 substance..

It satisfies· the Commission• s need for

11 inf orma-tion of a· substantive n.a.ture.
Lastly, without getting into the rather complex
13,

question of· ex parte contacts, we think that this approach

1-4 will avoid': w.hatever risks of· a legal· nature that wo.uld
15 res'ide in the· ex parte issue •.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

What ex pa rte situation do·

17 you perceive existing now?
18

MR. EDGAR:

I do not perceive one existing.

We

19 think i t coul~ be avoided altogether by establishing a

20 regular procedure for written· questions and answers.

21"

COMM'ISSIONER AHEARNE:.

But you do not see one

22· existing·?

23

MR •. EDGAR:

Not at this point in time; I

know of

24 none.

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So there really would not
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1

ne~d

to

be~

as far as you can see legally, any reason to

2 avoid somethinq which d.oes not exist?
KR •. EDGAR:
4 statement •.

Our. concern is this: that Ca} we think the·

6: Comm·.iss·ion. n.eeds
~

;

I cannot disaqree with you_r

But under.the facts here, I would have to

·~ ~isagree~

.

No.

·;

.a

veh·icle- for asking. questions and getting

.·.;

7 informa-tion. from: those people that have relevant

a; information.

We think there· ought.to be.a regular or

.9 disciplined.: ·system· for doing that.
10

Written

gue~tions

assures that the record is

11 permanent and,. more significantly, that everyone who ma.y
12 have arr interest is aware of that communication.

Thus,

13 there .. canno.t .be· an ex pa rte problem under a regime for
14. w·ritten· questions a·nd answ.ers..

I am• anticipating the

15 problem, if you will.
The fourth

16

f~ature

of our proposal is that the

~RC

17Staff would prepare an evaluation report in week 10, which
18 woul.d address the 50.12 request, the comments, any responses
19 thereto,. and, of course, any Commission questions and

W responsive answers.
The· idea here would be to provide a mechanism for

21'

22 harnessing the· Staff's expertise and apply that in a
~-

disciplined way.

~a

We think that that mechanism would provide

means of narrowing the record, of defining the issues for

25 the Commission, and for an evaluation on a preliminary
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9

1 of· the relevant factors.
2

The last feature of our pro.posal involves that of

3· oral

pre~entation~

That is

ite~ g

on the agenda.

The oral

4 presentation would s.erve three functions'

·s.

First, it

woul~ again~

having narrowed the issues

6:th:C:ough the Staff eval:uation report, provide a means for the
. t: Com,m·iss.ion'

to·

ask pointed· q·uestioiis and to resolve those

8 .issues· w·hich are crit.i:car to i.ts decision.
Secondly, i t

9

voul~

provide a means for the

10' Commission to reap the benefit of the Staff report and f.or
..

11

the parties to provida their final input. to the

The final consideration would be that it provides

12
13

Commission~

\

an.important public appearance that the Commission is indeed

14 seeking· broad .participation •.
15

(Kt 10:45

17

MR. EDGAR:

a~m.

Commissioner Gilinsky arrives at

I might note in this regard that the

18 schedule contains two milestones which lead to the oral
19 pre sen ta tion.

The first is 6 and the second is number 8.

20 Under these milestones the Commission would ask for notice
~·

or provide notice of th& opportunity for oral

22 presentations.
It would provide that notice to those who submit
~-comments

and, in turnr give those

p~ople

an opportunity to

25 respond and request the opportunity to make an oral
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1' presentation.

This would enable the Commission to manage

2. the presentations

that it Was consistent W·ith an

SUCh

3 efficient procedure.
4

In summary, we believe that the procedures that.we

5' have

establi~hed

and proposed here will. prov·ide for

6·. meaningful public. participation.,. it will satisfy the
7 Commission-.• s need for substantive· information,. and i t wi11·
·8 prov.ide' an. efficient and meaningfui means. of resolving the·
9' Section 50.12 request.
10.

With that, Mr. Silverstrom has a brief remark.

11

CHAIRMAN

12 step number 8.

PALLADINO~

May I ask you a question on

You say due date for response to notice by

1~

anr person desiring opportunity for oral presentation •.

14.

Wo.uld'· this be any person, who has previously made comment,. or

15 do you

~ean

any personT

~R.

'16

EDGAR:

Yes, sir.

If you look at number 6,

17 the Commission would provide notice of opportunity. for the

by persons submitting the comments.

Then those

18

pres~ntation

19

individuals responding could be grouped into categories of

~

proponents~

21

opponents, and others.

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

But you do imply that the

22-. person who is referred. to unde-r 8 would have been a
23 commenter.
24

MR. EDGAR:

25

CHAIRMAN

Yes, that is correct.

PALLADINO~

Okay.
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MR.

SILVERSTROM~

2' permission, I

~~th

the

would· simply like to take. ·a moment to

& emphasize what we consider to be the
proposed~

4 the procedure· that we
· S..

Commis~ion~s

e~inent

common sense of

What we think

we.h~ve i~

an

R&D project deemed.· extreme.ly· important by the' Department,

6' repea;ted'ly endorsed . by the· . administration in the face of

·1·' pi!-ess·ing:· budg~t ·problems·,. endorsed by the Pre·sident of the
8;;

United States,,. continuously funded a.ncf supported in the- .

9 Congress •.

10

On ·top of· the· congressional funding· and suppo.rt,.

11" we'. have strong. I'egislative history emphasizing. the need to

12. proceed promptly with as. little. delay as discretion will .
.13 allow, so as... to min1mize the effect of the unrecoverable
-:-

14'

15

d·.eiays: of the· past •.
There is no question that unless the Commission

16 approves the. site prepara tioil activities· by March, the
17 project is going to be

sittin~

dead in the water, unable to

1a proceed for an extended period of time, at tremendous cost
19

20

to the taxpayers •..
This

is~

to us i t appears, the clearest possible

21 example, of a situation where Co.mmission action is the pacing·

22 item for a• project..
~

So we came to you and filed with you a

request for action under an existing longstanding regulation

24· whi'ch,. by its: terms,. applies precisely to such a situation.
25 Ve are not asking. for. anything new or unprecedented.
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·we think i t

1'

i~

important.to emphasize that under

2 these procedures we are describing, no issues wi11 he
3 -avoided: in the underlying licensing proceeding when they
4 resume-

There sti11 will be hearings.

The parties will

5, ha.ve an: opportunity: to have aJ.l the trappings of

6 1 ad'judica,toi:y proceedings om the project.

No alternatives

· · 7 are·. g:oin.g: to:· be· fo.reclosed.•
lli.::th:respect to these particular procedures which

8.

9· Mr •. Edgar )ust summarized·, we think it gives everybody an,
10: o.ppor.tuni ty· to· make a case,. respond to the other parties•·
tt presentat±ons, and make, oral presentations to th&

12

Commission~

13.

the opportunity· for the Commission to ask questions of all

It gives the Staff a defined role.

14: the par.ties..
15.

It gives

It: av·oids: l:egal problems that could be

sugg.ested: vi th such things as ex parte questions.
We are going to_ move as expeditiously as you

16

17 permit us, and we hope the procedure sounds riqht to you.
18 That is about it.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi

19
~a. 50~12

Why had you not filed for

exemption back in 1976?

21

MR.

22 not necessary.
~-necessary

SILVERSTRO~~

At the time, of course, it was

now is the scheduling situation.

24 delay, as I

What makes i t

That is the simplest answer.

said, yea clearly have a

Because of the

~ituation

now that

25 barring Commission action this thinq is going to sitting
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1 dead in the· wa·ter •.

You· would not have had that situation in

2 • 77 w.hen you had the· suspension, because everything was

3 right on track;

rou could have had tha hearing, and i t was

4

5, a•nticipated that right after the hearing there would have

6 been

a:

Comm.ission· decision· that wo.uld.· ha·ve followed right

7 a:long with. the project schedu1e.

The interim period has·

· 8: res.ulted inc. a situation that now ecverything· stops. if we do ..

~not go this. irack~ · I t i~ a cleat difference.

10.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

11

COMMISSIONER AHE·ARNE:.

Any other

qu~stions?

I had just two,. just to

12 sort helv me understand as w& try to address which procedure
.13' to follow,

. 14:

r

w1tich basically your schedule looks pretty· good •.

would' like to see· how this fits into i t ..

· 15

I

guess just a· pre·liminary question is who is

1& speaking for the Applicants, or should I -17

MR. EDGAR:

18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

am speaking for the Applicants.
Do you intend to ask the

19 licensing board to be started up?

20

MR •. EDGAR:

Yes.

21'

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22

MR. EDGAR:

Is that request --

It is unrelated to that.

The two are

23 unrelated.
24·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Do you expect it to come,

25 though, durinq this period of ·time?
\
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t

MR.- EDGAR:
.

2:

.

Yes •

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

guess I will reserve the

I

3 second question.

4,

COMM ISSI.ONER GILINSKY:

I

wonder if you want to

5 say' a .. word:. about how· y.:ou:. reckon. the· costs,. or is that
6 something»-. you want' to·· lea:v:e for future• presentations?:
· l!.R". EDGAR:-

7:

. 8 future·.

We·. would prefer to leave i t for the.

We w:iii be prepared to p.rovide· that informa t.ion' in.

9' some: d'eta·il:.

I

am·

not,. qui.te f.rankly ,. Commissioner

10:. Gil:insky, prepared to·· discuss that with. you in an·y detail.
t1 All I

can tell. you· right. now• is that i t is· not a simple

1Z escalation.

·In. o.ther words,. 'taking total costs or sunk
p~rcent,

1acosts and applying 8

it is not

that~

.It is a

1"4 detailed rack-up of tvo separate. time-phase schedules~ and
15 from that ?Xtracting· the difference and then the monthly

16 cost of delay.
17

But having said that, you have· just scraped the

18 bottom of my barrel of knowledge, and if you a~k me one

19 question, you will get an "I don't know."
20

(Laughter.,)
COMHISSIONER BRADFORD:

Well.,. now,, let's see,.

22· though •.
23

(Laughter •. )

24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

We have a motion

pend.in~

25 before us that states a cost figure.

I
'

I
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f

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

2

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Say that aqain?
We have a motion pending

a

befare us that ascribes the cost of the delay, and it is a

~

precise

:5. i t was

figure~

a·rrived~

:6L

Is there no one at the table who knows how

at?'

.• ·COMMISStONER AHEARNE:

That is not the· issue that

-.·.

7 they were asked,. to come·· here today ori.

We specifically

8 asked;_;-_·
COMMISSIONE~

9>
~O t~

n

us that

~onta~ns

BRADFORD:

a figure.

John, they sigried a letter

I am just asking if anybody

can defend· it.
KR.

12

·EDGAR~

I can explain, and I have

explain~d

_13'' the £.undamental assumptions· within. tha.t calcula-tion.

I

14; assumed that Commissioner Gilinsky wanted to. go into
15

detail~

I am not prepared to do tbat..

I can tell you the

16 basic assumptions and the methods employed in the
17 caculations, but I cann9t go, for example,. into each l.ine
18 item of the two cost estimates and explain each item.
19 will be prepared to do that, but I am not

prep~red

We

to do i t

20 today •.
21'

MR •. SILVERSTROM:

Just. to clarify, if I. understood

22 the· thrust of your question, Commissioner, we will be doing
~·that

in this exemption proceeding.

That is, we just thought

24 that was part of the merits of this exemption request rather
25 than how should the Commission go about considering those
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t merits..

2 we

But it wi11 be part of this exemption request that

wou1~

propose to give you a11 the details you need.
C_OMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
th~nk

•the objection is that I
5_;· and

S;. a·
7

r

Peter,. the reason I raise

that is· a critical question,

expect. to hol.d them to their answers· on that issue as

v,·ery impo.rtan·.t issue·.

But I would· want it to be raised to

"-·.'

peo.ple- w-ho·· are prepared to defend. that number in. detail.
GILINSKY~

--COMMISSIONER

I must say my reaction

t~

-9":

the schedu:le is that. i t is a fairly generous one or extended

10

one.

I

am a little surprised that you have proposed a

n s·chedule of' this length.
MR. EDGAR:.

12'
13.

in.to tha.t.

Well, we put a great deal of thought

I t is:. strange, for ex.ample,. of the industry< to

14• be: accused of be£ng: not ambitious enough ab out schedules.
15 Ve think,. however,. that if you examine these intervals, that
1&

these are reasonable intervals and that it will be difficult

11· to compress them much more than that.
18

Let me give rou several examples of this line of

19 thought. · The first is, between milestones 1 and 2 you have

20 four weeks for commen·t..

That could be compressed.

But I

2t· really think,, given the size of the request package and,
22 people's need to

revie~

it and provide meaningful comment, a

23 month is not unreasonable there.
24•. but I
25:

It could be compressed,

doubt substantially.
In terms of response,

th~t

is intervals 3 and
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t w.e think two weeks is about the best that one could do.

2 could dO that
3 night, too.
4"
.

i~ a

weekr but·wa would have people up all

The· important thing: is to make sure those

responses are accurate and beneficial.

.
5,\'

T·he·. next thing that. we have said is four weeks for .
.

.

6;. a~. Staff· evaluation.,

1·

I

be.t~een

mile.~tones<

Tha.t. would be· milestones basically

.4·· and T..

Once the responses are in, then

8;. the'. Staff would' have a·~ period· of one month·

to do the

9:evaluation.
10.;

In the- meantime,. you should note that straddling

11. that are> possibly Comm·ission. guest ions.

.

I would guess that·

12~

there would be written questions.

.13

effect is running .its evaluation in parallel with the input

So that the Staff in

14· from the Commission questions and. answers.

So four. weeks

15 seems about right there.

16-

The only luxury item in the schedule, in our

17 judgment, is between milestone 7 and

10, which is the time

18 period between the Staff. evaluation and

the final decision.

19 But we have added in there the oral presentation, and again
~

i t is difficult to compress that much more.

21~

rationale,. and that is how we arrived at the schedule.

22·

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

24

That is the

Thank you.

Any other questions?

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Yes.

let's see.

As I run

25,through this I do not, for example, see much opportunity for
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1 cross examina-tion or serious inquiry by the parties into· the

Z position~ put forward by each other.

Am 'I right about

3: that?
MR~

EDGAR:

We did not provide a period for cross

5'- examination-.

-- 6r

· MR •. SIL.VER STROih.

There is:, of. course, the

7 o.pportuni'ty for the parties to -respond to each other •s

-5, presentations- •.
COMMISSIONER

BRADFORD~

~ut

for example on

1a questions like the cost figures -- we11, let us see.

What

11' kind· of- probing do you. contempl.ate other than whatever

1Z questions that happen to occu~ to the Commission?

13"

MR •. EDGAR:

Wel.l ,: we_ would have ·a comment period •.

14 We_ v.ould ha-v:e·- the Commission vi th responses.

15· a Staff' evaluation.
16

I

COMMISSIONER

We would have·

would think all of. those -BRADFORD~

The comment period is not

17 goinq to do very much, because that starts at week zero and
18 is based on,

if I

understand i t correc-tly, nothing more than

19 m.aterial.s already in hand •.

20
~

KR. EDGAR:

Yes.

And I would assume someone could

review those materials, comment

~eaningfull.y~

and point out

22. what they might believe to be deficiencies.
23'

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.

Bu.t they would not even

24 have the cos.t methodology available to them.
25

MR.

EDGAR~

It is stated in the site preparation
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19 '

~

activities report.

2

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.

3,

MR. EDGAR:

But beyond that?

The backup papers, for example?

4' are not available, but they could' be· made available.

They
I

5. wou·ld anticipate tha-t that question is going to come. up from
&. e'ither. the.· Comm·issioners or the: Staff,. so the informa:t.ion..

T vill b~ ~h~r~~

a,;

That is on~ of the reasons w~ suggested th~

writt~n•.: -~uesti.:ons:

and w-ritten. an.sw.ers· approach, so that that

9.vould be.a matter· of record and that the interested persons
10 would:have access to i t .

CHAIRMAN: PALLADINO: . Might I ask the

11·

G~neral

12 Counsel, could' we not in any order that we issue ask for

_13: _more detail.ed' informa·tion: on the· cost?

MR. BICKWIT:

14-

15 I
1~

a~

That is right.

r

think y.ou could.

wondering. whether the backup materials that you have

talked about could be provided, say, within a week?

MR. EDGAR:

17

I wil.l check that.

I am just 'not in a

18 position to know that right now, but we will certainly get
1~back

an~

talk about when we can get it in.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But in any event, we could

21' certainly make tha·t ·part of the- order.

22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes.
Which would at least have

24. then that information available for comment on the
25 responses •.
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Any other questions?
(No response.)-

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
MR.

GREENBERG~

Thank

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Thank

you~

gentlemen.

you~

And w:e will. now: ask the

6. represen:tat.i.ve: from NRDC and· the· Sierra Club to join'. us at

-r

t.he table,~·

··

a··
9.

10··

11

12
13'

14,
15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22·

e·

23
24

25
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CH.AIRMAN PALLADINO:

1

Mr •. Greenberg, I

gather you

2are going to' make the presentation,· and will you introduce
3 your colleagues, please?.
MR •. GREENBERG:
5.

· I . am Eldon Greenberg w..ith the law firm of Tuttle

·6; and Taylor."

r

a·m' he.re today represen.ting. the. Intervenorsr
.

7: N'aturaJ.: Resources

B' ·my right.

Yes, I will, Mr. Chairman.

.

.

.

De.fens~· Council,

and the Sierra C·lub...

To

are· Ms·., Ba:rbara:.· Finamore· ~nd. Mr. Jacob Sherr of the

9·· Natura·1 Reso.urces. Defense Council'.

10.

We apprecia.te and welcome. the opportunity today to

11 submit o·ur. views with respect to.· the .procedures to be:
12 followed in handling A·pplicant •·s request f·o.r a 50 .12·
.13" exemption ...
14;
15. issue..

. i·e. f.iled yesterday an. extensive b·rief on this
That' brief elaborates· at. some length on the merits

16 as we see them rel a ting to the procedural questions before
17 the Commission, but I

will try to avoid, in accordance with

18 your directive, any discussion of the merits this morning

1Wexcept to touch on the kind of issues we

~hink

are

20 i.mportant, and focus· rather on the procedures which we think
21 are most. appropriate for the Commission to follow in dea·ling.
22. with this request •.
23'

We have three basic points, and I

might as a

24 preface to those points say that what we have tried to do in
25 elaborating our views on procedures is to distinguish what I
I
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,_
f

would consider t6 be f

~ctuaL

questions .of the sort which

· 2 require testing in an adjudicatory con text from questions·
3 which. are of a legal and policy nature and could be dealth
4

~ith

5.

on a threshold basis by the· Commission

itself~

. It is our view that there are matters of law and:

6~:

po.11cy. presented.·· by:. the application w.hich are appropriate·
..
· 7 for· a threshold decision· by the Commission.
It is also our
'

a, v-iew. tha:.t: a': decision on those· issues will conclusively
9,, result in thee denial of· th·e appl.ication •. ·

10.

I'f~

nonetheless,. after review of those threshold

U· issues the Commission deems that further consideration. is
12· warran.ted,. then i t is our judgment that an adjudicato:ty
.13·. h·earing is. required to resol:ve c.ontested factual issues.

14; '

·r

must·em·phas.ize that i.t is· a· licensing,. and

1& normally ia licensing th~ burden is· on the applicant to
16' demonstrate that its. project complies with· the rules and

17 regulations of the Commission •.

· COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18

When you say

requ~re,

do

19 you meaa required by law?

MR- GREENBERG:.

20.

I think there is a strong

21' argument, Commissioner Gi-linsky" that afr adjudicator.y
22 hearing under Commission precedent: is required by law. when
~

there are contested issues of fact, yes"

2~in

25

-0ur brief to that

~nd

we cite cases

effect~

Beyond that,

r

would like to pick up for a second
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1 on Commissioner Bradford's point.

2

~bout

What is significant to me

the schedule proposed by the Applicants is that there

3 is no initial. presentation of the

App1icant~s

case.

The

4 comments w-bich are asked for are made in a vacuum w-ithout
5 the d"etai1ed back.up. material.#. with out the presentation, and
6 indeed: with: on'lY relative·lY sketchy arg.ument..
.

.

.

.

.

I don •·t know-

.

'

·. T hov sufficient comments. could.: be made under such a

procedure.

Furthermore, there .is no provision in the
9 schedule, crs: Mr •. Edgar candi:dly admitted, for any
10 cross-examination. of the assertions made by Applicant.

11

Finally~-

i t is our. judgment that a licensing board, if we

12 get to the. stage of having an adjudicatory hearing,· is best

13 suited to hold. that. hearing a-nd make an initial decision.
Mo~~ w~th

14

respect to the law and policy issues

1~

made by the application, the Commission is well aware that

1~

Section 50.12 is a very narrow exemption.

There is very

17 lit t1e. prece_dent for its application, and Commission policy
18 makes i t guite clear that i t is only to be used in emergency

19 and exigent situations, in essence the procedure that can be

20 invoked in some circumstances to avoid and LWA-1 hearing.
~

Hoveverr it is our judgment, looking at the precedents, that

22. after the

LW-A~

procedure was adopted in 1974" there has

23 rea11y beett no contested proceeding in which a 50.12
24 exemption has been granted •.
25

The fact of the matter is if construction work is
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1 toi proceed in advance of a· construction permit, the

X ordinary procedure has been to. obtain a limited work
3 a·uthorization .•
COMMISSIONER.AHEARNE~

4

Mr~

Greenberg, are you

s·. getting to· th·e merits. of·

Ma.

6>

·t BJ{t.-·I
9;.

GREENBERG~

No~. this is by way of background.
..
.th,inki i t is important to set the context., Mr •.
·~

d'o·

Ahea·rne.,,,. of ·this- ·request~.. This request is· unprecedented in

·9, terms.

o-£· th·e d:o-Ilars involved· and in terms of the nature of·

10' t_he· reactor at issue,. the Clinch River Breeder Reactor.
11 Ordinarily. we might. se.e such a request as properly being
12.· taken. up by. the Licensing Board· i'n the first instance in th·e ·
13 context of .a reactivated Iicensing.
.

-

.

-

'

We do believe that the

..

14: Cominiss.ion has the pow. er to decide major legal and policy
15· issues raised by the request, and we believe. i t shou·1d do
16' so.

In_ our judgment it makes no sense to go through a

17

18 hearing process

befor~

a Licensing Board if

ulti~ately

the

19 ~ec~sions on tho~e factual issues that the Board considers
~·

wi11 essentially be irrelevant to the outcome of the case.

21 In. essence what
2~we

r would analogize our position to be is that

can deaL with the application in the first instance as if

23 on a motion to dismiss in a federal court proceeding.

The

24 Commission can· decide as a matter of law and policy that
25 there is simply no basis for granting the exemption
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1

accepting all of the facts .which the Applicants assert to be

2 true as true•-

r von't go into detail in terms -Of outlining what
4

w~·

believe to be these determinative policy and legal

5; questions•., . We have· do,ubts: with respect to_ the applicabi1.i ty

.6\of-Sec.tion:so-,-.12 •.- t·na,don•t believe there. is any
..
·- i .congr~ss·ional . mandate/ _t·o. expedLte li·censing. We believe
,,-,

-:a·,

that issuance: of the· exemption would un·dercut the purpose of

-~9'

the

10:

licensa·bili ty of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor.

v~ry .proceedl~g_ itself,.

tha·t is, to demonstrate the

We believe• that granting an exemption would-

11

12· foreclose important environmental contentions which we make
~3

ia the proceeding, and we believe th& environmental record

14'· w.hich. the· Commission. has: bef_ore it, the record· compiled of
15 1'975,. '76 and·

16

insuffic~ent

'77, is incomplete and provides an
basis for· a decision.

Now obviously, in suggesting that the Commission

17

18 decide these threshold issues we believe there should he

1a some clear groundrules for participation of the parties.
20 W-hile- we- do not see an adjudicatory hearing necessary to
2t resolve- these· threshold questions, we certainly believe that
22 ther• should he an opportunity for all parties to present
23·their views to the Commission.
W& have no objection to this kind of time frame

24

25suggested by the Applicants for parties to the proceeding to
I
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1'

submit their views and iegal arguments. with respect to the

2 appropriateness of their request.

We also have.no objection

3-to· non-parties being involved in this.proceeding.

Indeed~

4. Section· 2.7-1'5 of the Commission• s regulations allows
5

non-~part.ies

_to' .Participate •.
- -:··-

CN'ov,, if· v.e move. to· an:, adjudicatory proceeding we

. 7, think th~·-· o~iy s~~sible: w_ay to . proceed. is to limi.t tha-t

·a·

pro.ceed'i~g~ to.

the

·parties •.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But you· say· you· don't see

10 the· adjudicatory process as. necessary?
MR~ GREENBERG~

11'

To resolve the

thre~ho1d

issues of

12 law and policy without reviewing the- underiying contentions
13 of· the· Applicants:.

No_w,. if· the Co_mmission believes there·

14 are no threshold' bars. to the ·consideration or'the- further
15 consideration of the request,, then we believe a more complex

1a set of procedures is iequired.
17

issues~

We are left with factual

How great is the cost; how great is the delay, is

18 anythin~ more than inflation involved?

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

19

Is there a notion that

20- that pha-se would follow. the one outlined in the submission?
l'fR. GREENBERG':: - Yes, Mr •. Commissioner.

21

22 is the delay?
~·alternate

~

25

How complete is the design?

How great

Are there

productive uses of the funds in the DOE budget for

this reactor project, and so forth?'
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Do you feel that these are
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1 so complicated or

~nvolve

so many facts- that the Commission

Z couldn•i handle them in the process outlined there?
3

MR~

GREENBERGL

Commissioner Gilinsky, the

4 Commission: certainly has the power to conduct adjudicatory
5 hearings •.

6·

It._ has: rarely done- so. ·

· COMMISSIONER. G:ILINSKY:-

Suppose- w-i:thout

•• <'•,:

7_ adj-ud'icatory -hearings?·

a: cond:u:cte.di _a«
9;

I: don•t recall us ever having

f-ull.~blown·

MR. GREENBERG: _I am· not a ware of any·.

10:

COMMISSIONER-

GitINSKY~

adjudicatory hearinqs ,,

n but we' have on occasions spent a: day on a hearinq and qotten
12 into a,

f~ir

bit bf detail.

Do you feel that this case

13 involves- more than . w.e could cope w.ith on that basis?
- (;Laughter.)-

14-

KR~

15

GREENBERG:

I don•t want to make any judgments

16 about the ability of the Commission to cope or not to

cope~

17 In the- ordinary_ course,. Commissioner Gilinsky, an Atomic
18 Safety and Licensing Board would' deal with these kinds of
1~

factual issues. . Th& Board has experience iri dealing with

20 thos& factual issues, and in every contested case in the
2t- past. in which an. exemption· has been proposed, there has been

22 an· adjudicatory hearing before the Board in the first
23 instance.
24-

COM~ISSIONER

AHEABNE:

25 Gilinsky•s- question, though?

Could you answer Mr.

Do you feel the Commission
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1~ could- not address those issues in a non-adj.udica tory - way?
2

M'R •. GREENBERG::

& in a

non~adjudicatory

4.

I

war1

feel. it coul.d not- address them
yes •.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

So you feel i t is a matter

5-- of law?
·MR. GR.EEN:BERG ::

I _ think there -is: a- very strong -

0

1·a.rgument~nder .Cc:>m~i~sion· precedent that a hearing is
.

:

..

·s;. required·... Iii. fact·,. I. think· Comm·ission preceden.t is split: on'
· 9 this issue-•. _ If orie. l.ooks at the Shear and. Harris case, a
1~ c•s~

n

u~o~

heavily· relied

by the

Applicants~

there is an

ind.i.cation· by: both. the Comm·ission decision and .the Appeal

12 Board d·ecision that an. a-djudica tory hearing is not required

·e

13,under Section

50.12~

Nonetheless-,_ i t is interesting- to· note in the
15· Shear and Harris case that an adjud·ica tory hearing was
16 ordered,- nonetheless.

The Commission said it is not

17 required but we think as a matter of policy i t is
18 appropriate.
In other cases such as the Waterford case, an

19
~

earlier case decided in- 1973, the Commission seemed to

21 indicate that the l:a.w- did . require the holding of· an
22 adjudicatory hearing when there are con tested issues of
23: f·act.
24

As you know, Commission precedefit often involves

25 mixed questions of law and policy.

Sometimes it is hard to
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t determine whether they were- talking as a matter of law or a

·z matter of policy.

·9

3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

So when you say· you don't

4· thi.nk the Commission could handl.e this in a non-adjudicatory
5: manner,_ you just f in·ished· pointing out that the legal
6i q_uestion. is; not: abso·I.u.te..

7: belie.~e

we"

could _get

=·· . ."'.!R:~:

So :are you saying that yo.u do n:ot

at the

GREENBERG;;,

true facts?:

I am'· saying that an adjudicatory

--·-,:

9 hearing· is the• onl;y way t:o effectively get at the true facts·
10. of· the case·, yes,,. c·ommissioner Ah.earne.

I

1'1: strong, Commission: preced·ent to that effect.

think ther.e is
Indeed, I think

12 i t is a. fair arg.ument that as a matte:c of law, and I

13:-

prepared~.

am

to argue·· as. a, ma.tt:er of law. that a hearing is

1.4·- required.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

15i

When you say the adjudicatory

16 way is the· on·ly way to get at the facts, ·is this because of
1Tthe cross-examination principle or what?
MR. GREENBERG: · Essentialli because of the rules

18

19 of procedure that ar• applied in an adjudicatory context
20 where a party puts on his case, and the other parties have
21: an opportrinity to
22

assertions~

~ross-examination,

to test those factual

to sift: out mere contentions from contentions

23· that have a- real factual. basis.

I don• t

think there is any

24· way other than. in. an adjudicatory context to get to all. the
25 facts •.
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

That's interesting.

Not

2 having been a. lawyer, I haven't gone through it, but I have
3·spent many a years getting to facts in other
4

(Laughter.)

S

CHAIR!AN PALLADINO:

I

ways~

just find it surprising

a·: that you say that is. the- only way of doing it.

You may

T clai~ it.is tha best way, but

MR. GREENBERG::

8

9 lfr.

I may reflect my lawyer• s bias,

Chairman~

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

10~

MR. GREENBERG:

Thank. you.

And I am willing to admit that.

12 Although I must say I have been involved in proceedings
1abefore the Commission in which adjudicatory hearings were
14~

not.held.

I

was involved. in the Tarpoor licensing hearing

1Sin 1976 and 1977,

I wil1 say for my own part that I was

a~d

16 frustrated in that proceeding by an inability to be able to
17 cross-examine the applicant and the Government and elucidate
1~

in a manner that I thought was satisfactory all the facts

19 w-ith respect to the application.
20

r should emphasize, moreover, that in this

21 proceeding we are not just talking about facts with respect
2a to costs and delay.

Under Section

50~12

23 specific criteria which have to be met.

there are four
The Commission has

24 to -determine whether there are significant adverse
25 environmental impacts~

That means examining the on-ground
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t

activities, determininq what the effects on the water.table

Z are and determining what the· effects on the hardwood are, a

a wide

r~nge

4.

of environmental

questions~

This appiication involves moving
some
.
.

2.s

million

5. plus cubic yards o.f- fill, i t involves. major excavati.on, it
~i

.in.vol ves building a. la.:r:ge quarry •.. · It is in. prime bottom

'-·7' land, •.. ·

Th~re· -~~~ a:.. number of- environmental questions that.

8' a·re· rai:sed by·-the·· ex.tent of the construction activities that
9' a·re prQposed: here.-: . And. I

have. to em·phasize we are talking

10- about $88 million·. of on-the-ground construction.

r·
12 determine

don~t

just think it is a simple matter to

whethe~

those activities have a significant

1~environmental

effect or not •.

It needs to be probed· in a

14 h.earing •.
Similarly, redressability is an issue under.

15:

1e· Section 50.12 •.

The Commission has to determine whether the

11·environmental effects of the activities can be redressed.
18· That means

examinin~

the costs associated with cleaning up

19 the.Clinch River site· should it ultimately be determined
20 that the CRBR should not. be built there.

.e

~

Applicants assert that can be done for $8.2

22 million.

That is an assertion that needs to be tested in an

2aadjudicatory
~

figure?

proceeding~

How did they arrive at that

What does redressability involve?

25 do you need to do it?

How many people

What adverse impacts are associated
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with red:c:essability itself?

2·

again~

Once

if you look at what the Commission has

3 done in the past. in Shear and Harris, and Waterford, the
4: Commission has said·let's deal with those in the context of

5;' a:n adjudicatory· hearing. before a 1.icensing board..

That is·

e;; the, prop.er. for.um' to deaT with those complex factual issues.
.._.;

.... _

. . .-·, ...

Si'.

D'.Ot.

'

... ·..

'

·-

.

.

. ..

.

--

.

COMMISSIONER GII.INSKY:

Coul~

sure' this. is, the, r.ight time to ask

I ask you, and
Y·OU

I~a~

the' question.,. but

9: Let me. try· anyway •. · Is your principal concern the
19> environmental. impact?'

Or. is it the impact on the rest of·

n· our . process of granting an. exemption?
12·

MR. GREENBERG:

We have two concerns.

The

15concerns witlt respect to the rest cif the process I
1*addtessed in. our

focu~

on the legal. and policy questions.

15: The environmental concerns are real.
1& the site construction

think ara

acti~iti~s.

They are related to

We feel we have a right

17 as· a party to the proceeding to challenge the claims that
18 particular site preparation activities have a significant
19· adverse environmental. effect.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21'

MR. GREENBERG:

22'

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You mean· raise the claim.

Yes.
You want to challenge that

23· claim that they have an ad.verse effect.
24'

MR. GREENBERG:

Excuse me if I misspoke.

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You can go ahead, if you
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1..

wish •.

MR. GREENBERG:

.2

Our point,. Commissioner

Ah~arne,

3 is that we· feel we should be able to take on the contention
4

o~

the Applicants that

ther~

are not significant

5:environmental.effects
as a result of site preparation
.,.
s~

activities-· of this. magnitude.
·,,,,,

·. l'

8

-,

,

-

..

.. Now,: I- think, it·. follows,, it·. obviou.sly follows from

art· I have said that; r think the licensing. board: is the· best

9 equipped to. handle these issues.

The licensing board in

10 this case is familiar with the CRBR project.

There were.two

n.· years of proceedings befo·re the licensing board from 1975 to
12 1977 •.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Are those members still

14 members of the licensing· board?

15

MR •. GREENBERG:

I believe some of them· are

1& although I cannot vouch for

that~

There were

11·interrogatories passed back and forth among the parties.
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

19 distinction.

I was trying to draw the

You say the licensing board is familiar.

Are

20- you saying· the people are familiar or there is a body of
21. paper?
22'

KR. GREENBERG:

23 are familiar •.

It is my

I am suggesting that the people
und~rstanding

-- Mr. Sherr informs

24. me that there is a substantial. overlap between the
25 membership of the Board in the 1975-77 period and the
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~em~ership

of

th~

todar~

Board

COMJ.YISSIONER BRADFORD:

Substantial meaning one,

3 two, or three?

·. ( Laugh.ter.)
Jf'R.:· SHERR:.,,

s:

·

: T

I~t:R •..

GREENBERG·:

Let us supply that for .the' record.

COMJ!ISSIONER'' BRADFORD:
J

8; tha,t.

We· wi11. get. that precisely.

•

-

•

You don't. have. to supply:

•

I t i:s0 easier:. for us: to,. find. o.ut.
CO!!'!f'ISSIONER AHEARNE:

The point is you are sayin·g.

10 there· is this knowledge• but you· are· not really sure.
· !f·R., GREENBERG:.

It is.· my recollection that the.

1Z chairman of the Board is· the
_13

MR •. COCHRAN:

same~

Mar.shall. Miller .is the Cha·irman of.

14'; the Board and· h_e· is s.tilI there •.

.I should mention that the

15:

MR~ GREENBERG~

1&Licensin~

Board in t~at period~ 1975-77, did pass on all th&

.

'

17 contentions of the applicants to determine whether they were
18 -- I'm sorry,, intervenors to determine whet her those_
19 contentions were admissible. in the proceeding.

Several of

20 those contentions relate to site suitability, contentions to
21. which w.e attach; a. great deal of importance •.
22

As I mentioned earlier r it is Commission policy

2agenerally to

let~

2~ particular board,

25 issues.

licensing board, not necessarily a
to deal with these kind of factual

I would refer the Commission specifically to the
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t dec-ision in the Wa.shing.ton Public Power case in. 1977- w·here·

2 it· went out. of its.way.to, emphasize that these kind of
3 factual issues are b.est dealt with. by the licensing board.
COMMISSIONER

4

GILINSKY~

Now as a· practical matter,

5i turning: this; over. to ·a licensing· board would in effect be·

6:· denying· the· e·xemption request, .. wouldn "t it?
·._ ..i

. MR";. GREE.NBERG·:

·a,-

Gilinsky~ •. ·

9; has..

bee~.

1~date

a~

· I cion .. t

believe· that, Commissioner

Fi.rst of: all-, the· March 1982 start-up date which

th~

sugg:este.d_ by
far as I can

App1i.ca·nt is· a purely arbitrary:

tell~

Thera is no reason why i t

1l should start up any more in· March 1982 any more than in June
12 1982 or August 1982, or some date- further off.

There is an

_13: incremen.tal. increase in costs. according. to appl.icants: if
14 there is a. d'e1a.y· o_f. one mon.th,. t.w.o· months, three months or

15 so

forth~

but there is no magic to March of
Beyon~ th~t~

1982~

at least in past cases the licensing

17 boards have been able to deal with issues such

~s

those

18 raised by this application in a fairly expeditious.manner •
.19 In. the Shear and Harris case,. which we cite in our
20'memorandum and whose chronology we lay out, the entire
2t process from the· d·ecfsion. of the Commission that there
22~

should be a. hearing to the hearing itself before the

~

licensing board to a final decision by the Commission was

~only

three months from March of 1974 to June of 1974, so I

25 do not think i t is at all impossible for this matter to be
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1 decided by a licensing board within a relatively compressed
·2 time sea.le •.

3

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Was that ·request given to.a

4 sitting board?
l'l'R' •.. GREENBERG:

Yes-, it. wa·s.

COMMISSION·ER AHEARNE:,- . So it was a board· a:lready

1y imme'.rsed'
.

8'
<9~

'

..

.

in;the details of the·: thi:ngs.•
MR •.. GREENBERG:: ' Yes.

mentioned·, we have

a. ·board here wi-th: at least some overlap and familiarity with·.

10· the

proceedfng~

in the Clinch River Breeder Reactor.

C:OMMISSIO.NER AHEA:RNE:,
1~was

·e

But as I

But the last time they met.

about four years ago?

13'

~w~

GREENBERG:

14° our bas•i.c. view-..

Correct.

In sum, let_ me reiterata

T.he Commission should proceed to. set a date·

15. for hearing· threshold' law and policy arguments.

We don• t

1a object to the kind of schedule proposed by the Applicants.

If i t determines that those law and policy
18 arguments are not conclusive, that they don't require denial
19-of the

applic~tion,

then the case should be remanded to the

20 Board with the direction to hold a full hearing on the
21' merits and: make an initial decision.
22.

Thank you.

23.

COMMISSIONER

24 do you

f~el

BRADFORD~

Let's see.

any further proceedings

~re?

How necessary

Could the

25 Commission decide it tomorrow, if it wanted?
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Say that again?

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

2

I am wondering how

3. necessary Mr. Greenberg feels any further proceedings are •.
4 Coti1d the Commission simply decide to grant or reject the
5 exemption: request tomorrow, if i t . wan.ted?.
HR.,, GREENBERG:.

t

I think in· fairness to a11 the

par tie~,. Commissioner · Bradf.ord ,, they should at least be
'

'

8; o·iv:en· an· opportunity- -to· com-ment on the what we consider to
9~

be these threshold legal and policy questions..

I a·m not

10· sure· that. :ilI the parties have understood that they have had
1~

that opportunity.

~2-

to the proceeding~ for example, has not yet expressed. its

13 view.
14·

The State of Tennessee

whic~

is a party

But I certainly think the Commission could proceed

q,ui te rapidly to decide. those· basic· 1:egal and policy

15 questions.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

16

As a matter of law,

I

17 though,. ara we barred from bassing on the request without
18 further
19

comment?
MR.

GREENBERG~

It depends, i t seems to me,

20 whether you consider. that the other parties to the

2r

proceeding have been given adequate notice of their

2Z opportunity to present their views.
23· argument that they have..

They could be. here today arguing

24 on the merits and they are
25

MR~

BICKWIT~

I think there ia an

not~

We haven't asked them to.·
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1

CO~MISSIONER BRADFOR~~

You vieY this as being

2. pa-rt of the proceeding, then.
3

MR. GREENBERG:

4

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

s:

I absolutely do.
Where does that leave you

in·_ terms: of cons•iderations like the- Commission's ex parte

6- ru1es-?-'
_·iz-·-_:-_-_ ·_-_ --: --

-.J.MR'•.. GREENBERG;

I'think ~~e ex pa~te rule should

· ~-· apply•-:··
9;

COlfMISSI.ONER AHEARNE"
MR;.. GREENBERG:

10' -

Why?

Because I think. this is part and

n parcel of a- licensing. proceeding..
12. procedure..
13 Commissio~

This is an extraordinary

The applicant is coming in and asking the·
for arr extraordinary relief outside the normal

14:- course of: the licensing., ·outside the- normal course of- the
15- hearing before a board, but I

see no reason why ex parte

16 rul.es should not apply.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

17

D6 you see any reason why

18 they should apply?
MR~

19

20:that

i~

GREENBERG:

In a

non~adjudicatory

what we are talking about, to

~:Commission

U

extent that.the

is. going to decide law and policy issues, I don't

2tthink the ex parte rules are critical..
~·discussion

th~

context, and

If we go into a

of the facts and need tb develop a record with

respect to the facts, then i t seem~ to me ~hat ex parte

25.rules are critical and

r~quired

•.
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1

MR.- GREENBERG_:.

Y-es..

I would· assume the Staff

2' w.ould be a party •.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

5;. twist Iost. me.

. 6,

'

. -~. -.:_ ---~ _·_: ·.. ,~' -. '

,:·:,. .

; . :'

',.

~-

am sorryi· that last

"·,

-.·

. ';...

.

.. .

'.

\··:~·,-: ~;~~ Jf:a.:-~~-:·~ Gl~EE.N,BER(;··1 .
.

I

had.

. Is, the- S.taff not a!ready a ·party to the
.

proceeding:?''

That is all I

•

•

1 •

•

Yes~

and I

would assume --

Well~

•

· 8> my,., point wa-s::,,' Commissioner Bradford, that the Staff would.
9'·. certainly be. a' party· to the adjudicatory hearing.
0

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

10:-

It is not clear yet that

..

·n

this- proceeding, is• already cranked up·.

12

CHA·IBMAN. PALLADINO:.

13 different ve·in? ·

Ca-n I

ask a question in a

I v:ant to be sure yoq are through on this

14' one.

15

COMMISSIONER. BRADFORD::

16:

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yes.

You indicated.that there is

17 no rush --- there is no mandate- for expeditious handling, and
18 yet you call attention in your own presentation to the fact
19 that the• Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 does call.
~

for constructiom of the CBR in. a timely and expeditious

21' manner.

Does·,, that not speak to the need for timely

22 action?
23

KR •. GREENBERG:

The question, Mr. Chairman, is

24 "expeditious·,n· or the use of· the word nexpeditious .. by
25 Ccnqress can be equated with what the invocation of

S~ction
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is~

t·s-0.12

That is, the invocation of a special exemption to

Z be used only in what the

Comm~ssion

in the past has ca1led

3 extraordinary emergency or exigent circumstances.·
. 4..'·

~

CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO:.
in. those ~erms?·

6" ·

-i

Does the Conqress ever speak-

MR•.

GlfEEN'BER G:

"The Congress has never used those

It: hasr·.us~d--the term~ "expedited:," "timely,•• but in

terms.;
'·

8 our, judgment· t~os.e, terms can in no way be equated with the

9· kind of· extraordinary exem-ption. which- the Applicants are
10. seeking here...

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

11

1Z

W-e. just do- not. seek

Congress!~vording

.13; need?

I

a

mandate for it.

W;ell, do you imply from the

that we should take all the time that we

attach some significance to the_ words "timely and

14; expedi.tious,:."'· and' L was curious about your reaction.
GREENBERG~

I think the

Commiss~on

15

MR.

can

.16, proceed--·

r would read that as an injunction for the

1T Commission not to delay, not to footdrag, to proceed in an
18-appropriat•, orderly, and timely way.

That does not mean,

19 it seems to me, to rush headlong into a decision.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

20

Well,. they would not. have had

~

to put these- words in unless they had some special meaning.

22

r

~-

Congress saysr but it is my impression that when they put

do not have-that much experience with reading: what the

24 them in they have some meaning over and above the usual
25. procedures.
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MB •. GBEENBERG:

1

Well, I must say, my· impression

2 with Congress is that the word "expeditious" or "timely"· is
3 of ten put in a piece of legislation because the expectation
4 is. otherwise that a particular project or proceeding will be
· 5, snarled: in the bu.rea ucracy endlessly.

6 these terms like

t legislation.

"~xpeditiously"

So that one finds

in all kinds of

That does not mean, as I said earlier, that

8 the ordinary Commission licensing. practice should be
'

9 ignored.
10

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

It seems important at this

11 point to touch on something you discussed earlier but we did
12 not pursue with you, which is:
J&vie~,

Whether or not, in your

an adjudicatory hearing is a legal requirement as a

14 precedent to an exemption.

That is, if in fact it is a

15 legal requirement,. then one runs into the question of
16 whether Congress in using language like that would have
17 intended in some way to short-circuit the NEPA process.
18
1~

20
~

I have not spent a lot of time with your

as

bri~f,

yet, but I have not come across that argument.
MR. GREENBERG:

Well, we have not made that

argument, and I must confess that the Commission precedents

22 leave me somewhat at loose ends in trying to assess whether
23 an adjudicatory hearing is required as a matter of law.

I

24 must say, I do not think the National Environmental Policy
25 Act requires an adjudicatory hearing.
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Commission policy has been. to hold

1

one~

There is:

_2 Commission precedent,_ as I mentioned earlier, to the effect
3 that an adjudicatory bearing should be held when there are
4 contested factual- issues, as wa believe there are here.
5· is that a matt-er of law.?'
I

6 not· know:..

~s

that a. matter of. policy?

Nov

-I do·

think. i t i.s fair- to argue that i t is the law· of'

-7 the C~mm·ission. tha't. adj:udicato-r::t- hearings. must be. held when
~., we - ha vec· coil tested issues, as: w.e have- in this case.
. . . . . ·- ..

'.·:

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:,

How· important do you think

10 i t i& that the project.be subject to
11

KR.- GREENBERG:_

licensin~

at all?

Well, I think Congress made that.

12 judgment in. 1974, Commissioner Gilinsky ,. when the Energy
13 Reorganization Act was passed.

Specific provision was

14· included_ to· - the- efrect _tha-t the Clinch River Breeder- Reactor
15 be licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission..

And an

16 essential component of this project from day one has been to
17 demonstrate the licensability of breeder reactors in a
18 commercial context.
19 .

One of our central arguments on the merits, one of

20 our· central

threshol~

arguments is that if you start

2.1 de.vi:ating. from standard Commission licensing practice, the
22·: purpose of demonstrating licensabili ty is sub st an tially
23 undermined·.

24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well,

~hat

w~s

an original

25 purpose, but I think i t is not clear that i t still is the
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1 purpose.

Z

Congress indeed has required that it be subject.to

Iicensing~

3

but we could ask Congress to reconsider that.
MR •. GREENBERG:

Commissioner Gilinsky, if Congress

4-decided that. this reactor was not subject to licensing, I
~would

not be before you: today and we would not.have this

_&, pro'b.l.em- •. · But it·. h'as· not7

COMMISSION·ER G'ILIN:SKY:

Well, I guess I am asking°'

8; how y.ou would' v.iew s;uch a recommendation. for

9 reconsiderati"on.;

MR •. GREENBERG::
11; my client,, but I

Well, I. would have to consult with

ha-ve. a sn·eaking suspicion that my client

12 would ba opposed to

that~

.13

ct·au·ghter •. ):

1'4

MR~. COCHRAN:

We· would favor that under the

15 condition· that they terminated. the project.
16:

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Two questions.

You had

11· mentioned at some point in the presentation what I
18 interpreted

to be a conclusion that what has so far been

19 submitted by the Energy Department is inadequate for you to

20 provid·e comments.

21

MR~ GREENBERG~.

22.

COMMISSIONER

2~Sinc~

Yes.

AHEARNE~

So my question would be:

they have submitted at least two lengthy documents,

24 what are th& weaknesses that you find that would preclude
25 your viewing them as being adequate to make comments?
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~R~ GREENBERG~

Well, Commissioner Ahearne, I do

2 not understand how the Applicant arrived at a number of
3 their conclusions·, particularly with respect to cost.

It

4 seems to me those need to· be tested.
I dd riot understand.in every case how the

·5;
~ ~pp1icant,

d~spite·

th• sita preparation activities

report~

7- arrived· at. certain conclusions, and their conclusions that
.. 8: par:ticu·lar:

actlviti~s·: ar.e not significant, or are no.t

9 important, or wil:L not disturb the environment in a
10

meaningfu1 way.-

n

need' to und·erstand the ba:sis •.

12:

Those are assertions where. I feel that

All right. · My second

COM'MISS.IONER AHEARNE:
was~

fur~her

1S

question

14:

proposed·- schedule the Applicant submitted to us?.
M'-R..

15:

Do you have-any

GREENBERG:.

r

comment on the

Well, as I said, if the schedule

16- were strictly lim·i ted to issues of law and policy and did

17 not deal with the broader range of factual issues that need
18 to-be decided by the Commission, I

19- to i.t.
20~

21

would have no objection

In fact, I think it could be compressed, as I

ind.icated to Commissioner Bradford.
COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE:.

Now just as a

hypothetical~

22.: let us assume the- Commission were to conclude that we would
~

address the issue by the Commission by a non-adjudicatory

24 manner, a legislative hearing;. whatever.

Would you then

25 have any comment on the schedule?
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MR~

GREENBERGL

Quite frankly, I think we could

2' meet. this. sched u1e if the Commission did not proceed in an

a

adjudicatory fashion.

I do be1iever however, that there

4- ought. to be a requirement up. front for the Applicant to

5:: produce alf back up data,. a-nd any further. argument that is.
&·: n'ecessary· to' support: the assertions. that they mak·e in the
.

'.,

... '"

r

·.

1site preparation·ac.tivities repo.rt, and in their brief •
.

. 8:

;:.;

ihat having· been: said, I do. believe ·that

9, proceeding. with• a schedule such as this, and wi:thout

10 allowing: the parties an opportunity· to cross-examine and
tt: test the assertions of the Applicant would be fundamentl1y .

COMHISSIONER AHEARNEL

Fundamentally deficient on

14- a-: policy stand point?. ·. Or
·MR •. GREENBERG;

Both as a matter of law and of

1&poiicy~ Com~issi6ner Ahearne.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

17

May I.follow up on your

18 previous question?
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20:

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

~·

Somewhere I

thought I

yoa say, and I wrote· i t downr that there is no

22 presentation by the Applicant..
23·

Sure.
heard

in~tial

Did you mean, no "adequate" .

one?

24 ..

25 ona.

MR •. GREENBERG:·

Perhaps I should say no adequate

In the ordinary course --
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19

CHAIRMAN P·ALLADINO:

Z that I

just wanted to make sure

Qnderstood~

3
~

I

MR •. GREENBERG:

underpinning& of

a~

--- I

would expect that the factual

application would be laid out to a

5- licensing· board, and. would. get into the nitty· gritty and· not
6·

just. _be stuc;k with'.: some very generali: assertion a-bout what

7 this $88 million is: go:ing, to be spent for.
'Si·

-CHAIRMAN·: PA:LLADJNO.:: -· Well·, I: ga·ther there i.s

9· interest· on the:- part. of the· Commission. on cost data, and' the,
10: general counsel: sa.id we could include that as part of thett order, an~ there maT be oth€r item~ that the Commission
12. finds., depending on the ·way i.t wants ~o
~•would

1'4:

you also not.have

But likewise

opportunity to raise comments on

that presentation?'

15'
15:

the~

go..

MR.

GREENBERG~

Well, that is provided for in the:

schedule.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

17

Let's see.

If I have

18

understood the point on the legal Iequirement for

19

adjudicatory hearings, it. is not different from the

~:arguments.that NRbC

21= point before.
22.
~
2~

25

mind-.

has made. to this Commission on this same

I guess the Irwin case is one that I have· in

You. were not counsel. rn- that case.
I

do not know whether you were, or not; but it is

basically that same point, again.

MR.

SHERR~

Yes,. Commissioner Bradford.
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1

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I can go there for a

2. shorthand
3

KR .. SHERR:..

But we have felt that where. there are

4 factual issues involved in a licensing proceeding, that i t
~1$

importatit. that they be dealt with in an adjudicatory

'6! mod,e.

•'

.. ,,
•

J

.

...

7·

I
..

,;

a~

not talking so

muc~

·,-.

. 8' about pol.icy, now., . as. about . the argumen.t. th at the
9, Commission's past practice rises to the level of a· legal

10: requirement now. that i t offer adjudicatory hearings in a
11· tlEPA. context.

.KR.

12

GREENBERG~

Commissioner Bradford, I suggest

.13; that you do· look particularly at. the Washington Public Power
'

r4·case·.
15~

·.ram: sure rou. will be· discussing· that with your

counsel,. but that· seems to me the case in which the

16 Commission has expressed in the strong.est terms the need for
17 adjudicatory hearings with respect to Section 50.12
18 applications.
19

But that general view is expressed in a number of

20,the Commission•s, decisions, and indeed I can find not a
~

single decision in which the

Comm~ssion

has said that an

2Zadjudicatory hearing is not appropriate in this context.
23 am sorry, the- one· exception being the one case, the River
24. B·end case,,. where the intervenors did not contest the
2agranting of the exemption.

There was no need for an
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1 adjudicatbry hearing there.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:_

Do you have any other

3 questions?
4:

(No response·. }
.CHAIRMAN·

6;: much.

PALLADINO~

I f notr we thank.you very

.-- ::

.:· ..

.··,.

MR~-. GB-EENBER.Gl - Thank you.

r
9.; in- my ow:n ntind·-.

would: like to· get one point c1ea·r

A're· you saying that the Commission

10 precedent is,, or is not, compelled by statute?
MR.· GREENBERG:.

I

do· not think i t is compelled by

12 statute.
13

MR~

BICKWIT~

Thank

. CHAIRMAN· PALLADTNO :15

MR. BICKWI.T:-

Now I

Did: you have anything more?

No.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
17

rou •

un~erstand

Thank you.

we have a representative here

18 from· the State of Tennessee, Mr. Von Cannon,

who has a

19°statement to present on behalf of the State of Tennessee.
20>

MR. VON CANNON-:

Mr.· Chairman, Members of the

2't Commission::
22'

My- name is Ted Von Cannon.

I

am an Assistant

23.i Commissioner in the Department of Economic Community
24: Development for the State of Tennessee.

25-

r

have with me to deliver to you a letter from the
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t Governor of the State of T•nnessee, and I wish to enter that

2 into the record., . I wou:ld like to read portions of that
a·1etter, if the Commission so

desires~

4

"Dear Chairman,- Palladino:,

5'

"The

u:-., s:•.

Department of Enerqy has provided me

6: V-i th: a-. copy of i.ts recent - ~equest: to the Nuclear Regulatory

"t C:om~i~sio~" f.or author iza.tion to: commence site preparation

a·

activities for the- C1in·ch Riv.er Breeder Reactor plant·

:9:project which will, be located a-t the: Clinch.River site in
10· Oak Ridge, Tennessee •.
"The· State· of Tennessee' wishes to express its
1~stronq·support

for DO&•s request.

In particular, the State

13 believes that the delay a1ready encountered by the project
14 must not continue.-

The- procedures suggested by DOE in

15·. regard to the Section 50,.12 request wil1 assure that al1
1~en~i~onmenta1 value~

are fully protected, and that

17 addditional project delays are minimized.
18

"To assure that the NRC's review proceeds

19 expeditiously, the State is eager to assist the NRC in
20. connection with any matter· within the State's regulatory
21 jurisdiction.
22'

ffiI

aga~n

reiterate our support for the total

23 project, and in particular our support for the current
24 request for the project to begin site preparation activities
25 in the spring of 1982.

Tha State is wi11ing to lend its
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1 assistance in a~suring an expeditious. I:egu1atory review. for

2 the

proj~ct

by the

Commission~

We, wil1.cooperate fu1ly with

3 you. on subsequent licensing action on the project.
"Sincerely, Lamar Alexander,., Gove.rnor of
5: Tenn.essee."

. CHAIR!t:AN PALLADINO:; ·Thank· you very much..
7' hav~ copj:es' made. and. distribu··ted..

I will·

I vi11 turn i t over to

8< Secretary Chilk •..
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
1Q

Von Cannon, previously

the Stat$ was a participant in the. currently

11' d·eferred hearing..

e.

Kr~

close~

and

Is that· correct?
CANNON~

12

KR •. VON

13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE :;

t4- an interested:· state?

Yes.

r

believe

tha~

is correct.

Were· they participating as

Were they a- party?

Did they have

15 contentions?

16

MR- VON CANNON:

I assume yoti are talking about

17 the intervention process?
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

19

MR. VON CANNON:

Yes.

The State's intervention.

Yes,

20 there ware threa agencies that at that time did file
21 petitions for interven:tion, three executive agencies in the

22. State government.
23

However,- we have discussed those intervention

24 situations with the agencies, and they are completely
25 satisfied that at the current ti-me, particularly with the
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1- site preparation prospects,. there does not appear to be --

2 there are not any problems durin.g this segment of the
3 activities.

4

Second1y, we have also discussed this with our

5-leg.islative deleg,ation,. our fede.raI l.egislative delegation,.
6; and .ve. und'erstand: that any _ recourse of ac.tion wouid be
_ -7' handled<thr:ough·. the ·congressional format, as opposed to. the
. 8; NRC ~-- . . ··

.COMMISSIONER
10 that last point •..
MR •...

tt'
1~concerning

AHEARNE~

I do not think I understand

"iould you explain that a little bit?

VON' CANNON:

I think there were questions

the. socioeconomic impact of the project itself.

13 It is our:. und·erstanding. that those: questions and-· relief
14 .would~ have to: be. add_ressed· through,. or taken· Care O·f by· .

15

C~ngressionaL

16

action, as. opposed to NRC's.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Now if

Were those the only issues

17 that you think would have to go through Congressional
18 action?
19

MR.• VON CANNON·:.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I be1ieve that is correct.
So do you expect the State,

21 then, to wi thdrav- as a party?

22

MR~

VON CANNON:

We would be withdrawing during

23 the site preparation activities that, it was my
24 und·ers.tanding, we were to discuss· today.
25.
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1

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

W;ha t

is the status· of the

2 s:ta te of Tennessee in this proceeding, do you know?

3

MR. BICKWIT:

They are a party to the proceeding

·4 at this· point.
CHAIRMA'N.
'&

PALLADINO:~

Okay •

. . An::r other questions?
. - ; ... -~ .., .:

~

Mr. Roberts?

.

> · . COIUUSSIONER ROBERTS:-

I: hope the Commissioner

· 8 v..i.II. show-- the: same·. deference. to. th·e Governor of Tennessee as
9 ve· do: to·. the. governors of other states.
(Laughte.r.)
CHAIRMAN

11'

PALLADINO~

Any other questions· by

12 Commissioners.?·
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.

You had in· mind. the

14:. Gov·ernor of: California?·. '·
MS'~

15

BRECKENRIDGE:

Mr. Chairman, I

am Lee

16' Breckenridge from· the Attorney General• s Office.

I

guess I

17 should state for the record that the Attorney General --

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

18

I

wonder i f you might get by

19 a mike.

Ms· •• BRECKENRIDGE:

20
~speak

for the Attorney

Yes.

General~

Mr. Von Cannon does not
I

don't know what the

22·Attorney Genera1•s position will be on the merits of this
23 case, but I

will have to report on this meeting to· the

24 Attorney General.,
2~

He had been a participant through Mr.

William Hubbard previ6us1y in these proceedings.
There has been no consultation, I

am sorry to
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2 prior to this meeting, so we are both here.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE :: ·I see.
4

MR., VON CANNON:.

I did want to make· this clear,.

5:- tha,t fhe" correspondence is from the Governor, and because of
6', the· qu.iekness of the. action,, they are; trying to expedite the
....

·

'··-,;

·i:

correspondence~-.

8.

· '· . ,

: C0lf1USSlONER AHEARN-E:

r

9' C'annon.

I am· confused, Mr. Von.

asked· whether the state· was. a party and whether
.,

10 the· state· wa's going to with draw, and you . said· the
.

11'· would be·.at l'.east for the site' preparation. part.
12 not sure, then.
_13~

Are you speaking for th·e people tha.t were. a

KID. V6N' CANNON:

I am speaking for ~he Governor~

We have a very unique situation in· Tennessee.

1'6

(Laughter.)

17

Needless to say.

18

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

19 that

20

Now,. I am

party?

1'4
15.

s~ate

.

I don't think i t is all

u~iqua.

MR •. VON CANNON:·

21 appointed by the- Governor.

The Attorney General is not
He would· be acting as a legal

22 agent for the state, and. that very simp1y wi11 have to be
23
~

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

That is not unique. There

are other states in the same situation. So that actually,

25 then, you are speaking for one part of the state.
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MR~

CANNON~

VON

Yes. I

am speaking for the.

2 Executive· Branch •.

3

COMMISSION EB AHEARNE:.

But the Attorney General,

4· wh·o- is one'· of the. participants here, is he representing a

5;

separate· issue?

You are saying the Attorney General.'s

61. Office<has. not. - reached· a c.onclusion.
~:MS~ BRECKENRIDGE•

7
'.:

.

.·

.. ·

.

.

We have not rea~hed a

-

· ·8' conc1·usion'. on the· ·merits of these proceedings,. and I

would

9 hate to. state at thi:s: point that· we would want to· withdraw

10' from· the· site preparation comments.
tt

CHAIRMAN PALLA-DINO:

You. were invited to make

12 comments·, were· you n·ot?
KS~ BRECKENRIDGE~

13:

Yes, sir.

I

understood that

14- this;. hearing was on the procedures· to be follo·wed, and we

15 take no position at this time on that.
All right, thank you.

16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:·

11·

Any other questions by members of the Commission?

18

(No ·response.}

19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

20

Now., our agenda said we might have a possible vote

2~

We thank you very much·.

on the· procedural aspects of· the CRBR matter.

Rather than

22 rush into that, since we have been sitting here for a while
~-

and to give us a11 a chance to reflect on what we have

24 hea·rd, I

am· going to suggest we take about a ten-minute

25 recess
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1

CLaughter •.. )

2

--

an~

then come back and see to what

e~tent

we

3 want to address matters in the- decision.
o·kay , .. we. will stand in recess for ten minutes.

4·

C:R~cess •. )

..

CRATRMAN. PALLADINOi

6
. ·7 wonder

if.. wei:might

Ladies and' gentlemen, I

reconvene· •.

:·,_,_

a:

.· As·....T:,ha:d:
.~.,.~·

indicated'. ea·rl·ier ~- the agenda did call

9: f:or a. possible vote· on tlie matters discussed, particularly
10· the procedural. matters rega-rd·ing· how the Commission wan ts to
11· handle the exemption.
12

questions~

Ho~

So I thought we would· try several.

far we go with these questions would depend

13 on the direction _the Commission. wishes to go •.
The: first question: I. would raise· before· the

14.

15 Commi·ssion: Shall the. Commission make the decision on· the
1& DOE exemption request or should i t defer that decision to
17 the staff or to an adjudicatory board?

I thought maybe we

18 would see if. there are any comments in this direction.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

192~ hav~

to

revisit~

It is a decision we may

but I think at least for the time being the

21 Commission.· should. retain the matter •
22

. COMMISSIONER GILINSKY ;.

Yes, I

think the

23 Commission should decide.
24

·COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes.

25

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

Yes.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1-

There doesn't seen to be

2 anything here rea·lly. that aren-' t issues that I £eel are
3 either unique or major policy questirins, and that is
.4 appropriate for us to decide.

CH·A·IRMAN PALLADINO:

5:

Well then, may I: take ·an

/

6 off.1ciaI vote:·?

Is i t the' wil.1. of· the, Commission to make the

7 dec·1sion 'on. th~

DOE exemption- req.uest~ to have- a vote'·on

a

tha.t?

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Yes.

COMMISSIONER

ROBERTS~

Yes.
That wasnit quite what I

COMMISSIONER 'BRADFORD:
12.' vas suggesting.

That may be.what you are. I am saying that

13'' at least for the time- being

it i.s appropria.te for the

14 Coilrmissi.on·_ to continue it. before us.

If in fact the

15: Commi-ssion· decides to grant the request, then I

would like a

16 little more time to digest the materials contained in the
17 submissions

we got late yesterday afternoon and argued to us

1a- today as to

whether there needs to be a Board review of the

19 specific factual contentions.

20

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO::

I

was not implying that we

21 were: making a decision to grant or not to grant, but that we
22 w.ould make the decision on the DOE request and not have it
~go

24

to the staff or to an adjudicatory board.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:. ·Right.
.

And vha t I am
-

25 saying is that once we have heard whatever further
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1·

presentations we schedule,. one. possible outcome of that is

2 that the Commission will feel i t is a matter of policy and
3 the exemption should. be granted, but that as a matter of lav
4 or practice, it

want~

first to test the factual allegations

:5: through an· adjudicatory proceeding.
6'-.

CHAIRMA~ PALLADINO~

Are you saying that you are

7 vi11inq to· make a tentative decision but not a final

'a dec.ision:?'
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
· 10,

statement of it.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

12.

13

That is a fair general

But we· do· need: to embark on a

course.
COMMISSIONER· BRADFORD:

.Yes~

I am prepared to

14. embar·k on: a course tha.t contemplates: a Commission decision .•

CHAIRMAN

~ALLADINOL

Well, then my proposal would

16 be·, baseff on the comments we .have just heard, that we embark
-17 on a course whereby the Commission rather than staff or an

18 adjudicatory board would address a decision the DOE
19 exemption request.

am in· favor of that.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEJ\RNE:

21·

CHAIRMAN

22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Aye.

23

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Aye.

24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE ~-

25

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:. Aye.

PALLADINO~

I

Are you ready to vote on that?

Aye •.
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CHAI.BHAN PALLA;DINO:

t

Aye.

I gather that is

2· unanimous.,. then.

a·
~

COMMISs·IONER: GILINSKY;

Could you. tell us what the

~ref

other two questions

(Lauqhte.r. l

r

am going to get to i t •

. . ';~COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

We are, taking them one by

..

. . CHAIRMAN: PALLADINO:.:

9

r:

10 questions· no.w that
.

11 g;o..

know.· which war the Commission wants to

.

My; second q~estion .is: If the Comm·ission is to make the

tZexemption

d~cision,

shall it do so with the combined

13: ass~st~nce of .~h~ staff and OPE

1f _1'A·(c) in:.
15·

16

Now I will ask two other

th~e-12/9

and OGC?

OPE Options Paper.

This was Option

That. would be my

second question.
And then what schedule should we

follow~

Do we

17 want to follow that suggested by the Applicant or do we want

1a some modification thereof or some other schedule?
19 dealing with that question· I

In

have taken the Applicant's

20 proposed· schedule, introduced a. few suggested changes to
21 help sharpen up· the ques.tion and indicate possible dates
22 that we might wan.t to' try to. achieve.

So. those are the

23 remaining questions I have posed.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

A~d

I will add an

25 additional question, which is that in going out with our
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1· d.ecision, which is then, I

guess, a request for comments on

2 the merits, I woul.d like us to be asking. some specific
3 questions •.

CHAIRHlN PALLADINO:
5 I

When we look at the scheduler

was. going: to: propose· t:ha.:t: in view of the questions raised·

e: . thi.s:

morning·,. that
, ...

1· ·provi:de·: the.

~e·

specifica-lly ask the· Applicant

to

~

sU:pp~rting, information for the factual.

s:

assertions ~·th~:t they made and· try

9:r

exped;i ted tini.e period·,,. the order of a week, and· if that is·

to. do.

so· within an

10. possible for .. them• to meet to tell us how soon thereafter
t1' they· could

do it.

But now, you are anticipating the details.
I

Well. I wonder if I could get a Commission vote on

12

13 shall. the Commission proceed with the combined assistance of
14 the s·taff,. OPE and OGc,: the option indicated· as 1 J\'C c). in the
15 12/9 OPE Options· paper.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16'

Could I get some comments

17 from Len on this question of ex. parte, which clearly affects
18 that. question?
MR. BICKWIT:

19:
2~hearin~

Our view is that no adjudicatory

is· required here, and the·procedures of Part 2 do

21 not govern what the Commission is doing here.

2Z we

se~ n~·er

~.is

a modified ex parte problem, in our view, with respect to

parte problem with

r~spect

As a result,

to the staff.

Ther~

24 oth·er parties in that you do have in an adjudicatory setting
25 a proceeding that is for all practical purposes of ex parte
\
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~

analysis ongoing even though it is suspended.
If parties are

t~

dea1 with the Commission on

3·matters which are in controversy in that proceeding, there
·4

is na. ciear case law stipport for such exchanges to take-

5 place consistent vi.th the- e:i parte rule •. I_ thi!)k .a case can·
6.. be· made- that . such exchanges. are· consistent, but the case lav:
0

..

•

-_ •. 7t. support. is. not absolutel:y;- clear •.

In·_ th·e-. case of._ consul.tations with the Staff on

8·

9· such· mat t~rs, case. law,:·

10

is

s~·pport

COMB!SSIONEB BRA"DFORD:

cl.ear.
Why is the Staff

11 diffe-rent?

12

MR.

.13 EDF v.• EPA~

BICKWIT~

The case that we are relying on is

The- underlying. rationale there was that the:

14'· Comm.ission · needs, im this case the administrator of EPA·
15 needed the support 0£ his technical staff to make certain
16,judgments on

non~adjudicatory

matters even though in an

17 adjudicatory context the Staff was operating as a party at
18 ~hat very time on the very same facts.
19

So the distinction would be that a regulatory

20 agency needs. to- rely upon its. staff in a way that it does
2t not need to rely upon other parties for its activities.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

·e

~

24

That is even if the issues

are quite similar?
MR~

BICKWIT~

Even if they are identical.

That is

2snot.to say that ve would not be prepared to argue- that.the
d:·is.tinction oughtn't to be undercut in a given case in which
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1' the Commission felt a great need to consult with particular

2 parties on similar matters.

It is just that the cases have

3-not yet gone that far.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

4

But it does rest, then, on

5 regarding this whatever i t is as not being part of the
0· adjudicatory proceeding •.

MR.

a

BICKWIT~

It rests on

that~

And when I

advised on this matter at the beginning of the last meeting,

9: I advised that that' was a matter that the Commission might

1Q ultimately decide was not correctly analyzed by this
1t office.

But ±t does not appear to have decided that given

12 that it has· already made the decision that it wants to move
13 into a non-adjudicatory setting with respect to the actual
14 decision.,
CHAIRKAN PALLADINO:

Now, this, I

gather, would be

16 using the staff in an advisory role in this particular
17 matter ..
18

MR. BICKWIT:

Yes.

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Does· it matter whether the

20 staff has taken a position on this?
21

MR.

22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

23

MR. BICKWIT:

BICKWIT~

It doesn't.
Have they?

On this particular question, no.

I

24 ass·ume they have taken a position on matters that a re
25 related, but the case law,

ln

our view, is firm support for
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1 their being permitted to be advisers on these very same

2 matters.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

~would

go

a.

along and support that option •
.CHAIRMAN: PALLADINO::

5:

Given that position, I

Well, may I have a vote,

then, that. the Commission in making. the exemption decision

T wi:Il do, so: with the· combined assistance of the Staff, OGC

8: and OPE?·
9,
.10

-COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I take it you are

sayin~

we are free: to cal.1 upon them to: the extent we· w.ant to?
. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:.

I gather that OGC a_nd OPE

12 feel they wilL need assistance from the Staff on some of
.13

these· matters.·
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.

15.

I don't think I personally

intend to call on the· Staff for assistance on factual

16 matters, but I

don't mind using them with regard to law· and

17 policy.
18

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

We are really only ruling on

19 their participation in this exemption decision.

Aye.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21·

CHAIRMAN ROBERTS:

22.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Aye.

23

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Aye ..

24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

25

unanimous on that.

Aye.

I would vote Aye.

We are

All right.
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Then I

th~nk

2: estab1ish- the schedule.
3' by the Applicant

~nd

the third thing we need to do is
I have taken the schedule proposed

marked it up with some items that I ·

4 think will help us focus on some questions that we have not
5- to.ta1.ly addressed' in that schedule,_ and Lam going to hand

6' those out •.. I only have a few cop.ies: but I ·will just· send
· .'"F: some. down_ that vay.:

· 8"
- 91

· ·•·

_.;r: Going

.d'o:wn the- schedule, the first item. they had'

was· a Co.mmission. d·ecision on procedures. and notice,· in vi ting·

10' public comment..
· 11'

I

suggested this also be inviting public

comment a:nd· comments from- government. agencies, which would

tZ include certainly DOE and perhaps Fish and Wildlife, and I
13 don-'t know who else might wish to do.so.
14~-

The- suggested date

there for that would: be, i-f the OGC could draft an order,.

15: would be on 12'/1'8.

COMMISSIONER

16:

BRADFORD~

Before we go down this one

17 point by point~ let me just suggest an alternative
18 formulation.
19 broad-scale
~

helpful

It seems to me that I

am not of the view that

public comment is really needed or especially

here~

We have a. diverse group of· parties.

They

21 don •t necessarily represent all possible spectrum of
22. opinions but they represent those who have been concerned
~-

enough about Clinch River to have been involved in it in the

24 past •.

25

I would suggest that what we should really do is
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1 formulate th·e questions that the Commission really wants

2; answered·, take the initiative. to put those forth· ourselves

a

at the

outset~

qive a period. of,. well,. whatever seems

4 reasonable in light. of the· questions, but say somewhere
S:: between a week and t-wo wee.ks· for a: response,,. and then allow

6; a· period. to· comment on the, responses and oral presentation: f

r

we

wanted. :t:nd then: reach a. decision.

· r: ·just

a·.

9:' throwing. this
10~

don.•t th·ink much. is going. to· be gained by

case~

open to. the full range of public comment

e.xcept to ha·ve an avalanche of papers which will distribute

11'. pretty much across the: views the parties are going to bring
12 to us in any case.·
13

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO;.

Are you. suggesting that this

14' be· invited comment. fro·m the pa·rties

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
1S by

~gree~ng

I am suggesting we begin

to shape the questions that we ourselves really

17' feel we need answers to.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

18

Well, as I indicated earlier,

19,as a part of this step, this step would allow roughly 30
20 days for comment •. I was also going· to suggest, based on what
2f we

hear~

this morning, that we ask the Applicant to give

22.supporting data on the factual assertions and do so within a
23 week·.
24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

Mr thought there is --

That is

separat~

from any
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· r other comments that the might want to submit.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: . My thinking there is that

2

3 there are probably a number of factual statements made by

4 the Applicant that will not seem to the five of us to be
5 essential in fact to the u-ltimate outcome, and that maybe we
a~

ca·n: sharpen the issue somewh.at as far as what we real.ly do

7 vant. more detail: on.,

CHAIRKAN PALLADINO:

Well,. I would add

g: particularly cost information and any other i.tems you would
10'

suggest~

I wasn.'t trying to decide what items would be in

t1 there, but I

do agree we should try to get those items in

12· which we have· a significant interest identified in the

.13: order, and ask for them early in the 30-day period so there
t4. is adequate opportunity. for people to comment.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

15

Peter seems to be asking

16 ior, and it makes sense to me, basically a three-step
17' process rather than an eleven-step process.

In other words,

18

start off with questions as Step 1, give the various

19

participants a couple of weeks, say, and say a week for

20 responses, comments on those, and then if we want one, an
21 oral presentation I

think. would be useful in a Commission

22 decision.
23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, that is basically what

24 this says except it does use the word "public" instead of
25 "parties," which I would

~gree

with.
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKYL

1·

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Except -

And i t gives additional. time

3 f:or Commission gu.estions that might arise after further
4 deliberation.

So whil.e-it looks like a long list of items,

5: I -think: i t i.s within. the spirit_ of,. that approach. I

am- open.

6: to:· --

- , CO!iUSSIONER BRADFORD i

7'

My suggestion-would

8' essentla:ll:y. start ·vi.th Steir J.,. L would hav-e jettisoned- the·
9 fi'rst· two' steps; except insofar

and use some piece' of tha·t

10. time·.-fo.r the preparation: of Commission questions.
COMMISSION-ER AHEAR:NE:

11

12' saying

is~

So. Peter, what you are-.

in some short time, I assume, for the Commission·

13 to devel.op questions, a--nd .then to pu.t that -out.

14; comments.:

would~.

I assume

be:· requ.ested· or imply in-formation, but in·

15 additiorr people co~ld provide comments that they would feel

16 would be

import~nt

to addressing the merits even if we

17 didn't ask the question?
18

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I think that is right. It

19 is almost inevitable that there will be a catch-all question
~

21

or two that we will include in that.
CHAIRMAN

22 out for thosa

23
~

PALLADINO~

com~ents

COMMISSIONER

B~t

why should we del.ay going

while we think up our questions?
BRADFORD~

Because then we will have

the comments focused on the things that are really of

25 concern to us.

The alternative -- let's l~ave aside a
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1 moment the question of whether or not to get broad_ public

2 comment or just comment from the parties.

The alternative

3 is to just let the parties start commenting at will now on a
4 fire-when-ready. basis anything. that occurs to you in 30

5·. days,. write it down. and send it to us, and then we w,ill read
6~'.

through tha=t. a_nd:. then·. we. will· tell you. what we. want to hear
. <·.· .

7 more. about, and:,. we. will begin sha:rp;eninq the- proceeding at

My· feeling is· we have. go·t enough before us to do a

. 10: good deal of sharpening right now.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:.

11

Let's see..

So. you. - would

12 propose- a. c·ommission period to· raise questions, and you
1&vould say that goes from now to when?
t-OMMISSIONER

14

BRADFORD~

W~ll,

the end of next

15 week, maybe •. ·
16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

17

MR. BICKWIT:

So that puts it --

That would be the middle of

nex~

18 week.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

19·

20

ends~

Well, whenever next week

for all practical purposes.

21'

fLaughter •. )

22.

But that is a deadline, in any case, that we are

~'.setting

24·

for ourselves.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

You are proposing that goes

25 from 12/16 to 12/23.
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1

COif:KISSIONER BRADFORD:

2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

4 further information.

At the end of that time --

An order.
An order or a request for

Whatever we call it, we would put out

5 a document •.
CHAIRMA~

PALLADINO~

I would expect it to be a

·7 tvo-part order; one, that_ we request specific information
8 from the· ·Applican.t..

We do not at. the same time

· 9 comment from: the, parties?
10· inf.or ma tion. to come?

go

ou.t for

Or would you wait for that other

This is what I am trying to determine.

11

12

13·

14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24

25
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;
2,

I would expect the parties

to deal: w,ith further information to the extent that i t came · ·

3 up, in the time for responses and make sure that we allow the

¢time for resp6nses to· be long enough to make that a
.

.

.

s>meaninc;;fu1~ proposi t.ion •
.: ·,·...
&:
CHAIRMAN PALLAIUNQ:.
'.-.::-

:.

7,

;•

.-

..

Well, if we sent out a

l=:equest. :for further' information· to the Appl:icant, that. would)

a;. go. ou.t .. presumably· around:· 12123 or· wha:tever, shortly
.

'

.

9: thereafter,. a nd' then how much time w.ould you give· for a
0

10 response by· the Applicant? .

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:,.,

I think we· would' want

12: everyone-'s responses_ at the same time.
.13' put i t so,mewhere ~-

r

And' I guess I would

do no·t know. what the days of. the week

14, i:nvoJ:ved are -- bu.t · somewhere around the. 10th of January~15 the 1o·th to the 20th of January.

CHAIRMAN :PALLADINO;..
17 following_

There is something- I am not

I thought the idea of your approach was to get

18 the Applicant to· respond to some questions and then make the
.19 responses available for public comment.

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Not necessarily.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

As far as

Just the

21 Applicant •.
22

r am concerned,

23:the comment stage follows· what we are talking about now.
24' That is,. tha·t material becomes ·available and then the
25: parties .. have from., say, the

15th of January to whatever date
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1 seems: reasonable,. the. 10th or 15th of Februa·rY, to comment
2 on the.material furnished by each other.
3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO&

•.here.

It

~ays

.Well, look at what is.on

we would request comments on the 18th, and I

·5 was going: to add· that we. put in our: order inviting comments
6 that the·· Applicant s_hould· get. answ.ers to. cer.tain specific

we·

..1 questi:ons

ma~

or. may not be able to develop by the· 18th

8: a-nd' them a,. m.onth'. later- qet all: the comments in= •.
9

So.·· what· we. might do,. if I understand·. what. you are

10 saying·,. instead of the 18th, let us give

o~rselves
\

until the

t1 23rd to identify those. questions and then make the date for

12 comment to be 1/23 •.

Is that right?

13·

COMMISSIONER·

14

CHAIRMAN: PALLADINO:.

BRADFORD~

Yes.

So we could make those

1.5. consistent b·y making that 12/23 up at the top.
16=include in
17

~pecific

And I would

--

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

I am not sure I would run

18 the response period out that far in the first round.
1~

I am

more interested in the second round,. focusing on the data

20 provided in. the first responses.
21 the basic data fairly quickly..

r

would like to. drive out

We have the· basic argumen.ts

22 already.in hand.
23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, ·we could still, by

24. issuing; an order on 12/23, ask ·for co·mments by the parties,
~5

from government agencies, and ask specifically that the
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~

Applicant provide within a week of the order specific

2· responses to their factual assertions, especially the cost
3 and vhate~er· else we may come up with.

And that would be a
And we

• separate date for them for those particular items.
5·

vou·ld'. al:low, comments to proceed until the 23rd of January •.
COMIUSSIOB-ER AHEARHE:

I guess I. would have

t· troubl~ w.f.th that one mod-ifl.cation.
8 1• way up to the last point..

I was with you a-11 the

For me·, the most important. pieces

9, of information are going to be the- responses to the

10 questi:on·s tha:.t we ask.

a

_And. to say that we will put an order

out on_ 1-2/23 and' give them. seven days -to respond means

12.this is a very bad time to try· to get a crash effo~t, to get
13· what. to me, woul:d be th:e crucial information.
CHAIRMAN' PALLADI'NO-:.

14

I recognize that, and I

was

15 going to say the seven days were mentioned, but these ·
16 particular seven days are bad and give them until -- well,.
17 at least even· the 30th, until .the end of the first week in
18 January..

It still gives us responses to our questions about

19 halfway through the comment period and gives us a
~

to

begin to assimilate those.
COMMISSitiNER AHEARNE~

21

Joe, why could you not just

_,_

2~modify

~

chanc~

this to 12/23, as you had said, which would give us a

chance to work up the questions, and whether you slip this

~.to

1/23 or not is all right, and then just keep the rest of

25. the schedule?
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CHAIRMAN.PALLADINO:

2

tryin~

to· get

3.

Yes, that is what I was

at~

COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

Why

d~

y~u

need such an

4· extended schedu1e after 1/23?

CHAIRMAN

5

PALLADINO~

You. ara going to get comments

6 back, let us assume., on. e·i.ther the 18th or. 23rd.
1 may or may· n·ot have. any questions..

8 someth·ing.

r.

9 a-sterisks.

did not ha.ve..

two~week

Tha.t was ·a new twist,.

And' then you notice I put double

Nov., it should. say,

10 proposed., a

Then we·

•rf no further questions are

additional period for responses. would

11 not be· needed, and the- remaining, portion of the schedule
.12 would be modified. accordingly •."

1a

COBMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I guess to answer Vic, why

14! do· we need _such an e-xtended schedule·?
15 the Applica:n t

I

guess, initially,

proposed i't, and the majo.r Intervenors said

16 they could live· with it, with the caveat if we di-d go down
17 the route of the nonadjudicatory, they could live with that

18 schedule.

And I am not -COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

19.

20· ties up a lot of people..
~

Every one of these steps

It seems to me we should just

schedule the oral presentation for a week after the

22. responses·, second round. of responses are due.

We can deal

23 with whatever questions we have at that point and decide as
~ soon

25

thereafter as we are comfortabl~ deciding.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, this is not that much
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We qet our comments back by the 23rd of

t different.

Z and wa do have, r guess, a period there, I was
~

January~

proposin~

2/16 notice of orals.
:OMMISSIONER GI LINSKY:

4

5 presentation, at 3/5.,
5:,.

Here you ha,ve oral

Why not: ha-ve i t at, 1/30?

COMMISSTON:ER AHEARNE:. _ Maybe a resolution, Joe·, is

- 7 to tak.e'. this: vith", that' slight, mod,ification as a tenta·tive
8 approach,

and-

we: can a,lwa:ys, .after 'we s.ee- the, response to:

9_; the comments, then· d'.ecide: whether or not, we want to, shorten10' it. up·.

But I cannot make that decision until I see the

11' ans.vers'..
, 12

CHAIRMA~

PALLADINOr

Okay, let us aim for trying

_13; t.o ,get an o·rder -or request out by the 23rd.

We try to

14-. identify- th'e, q.uestions tha-t we particularly wan·t, the
15 Applicant to

address~

And· in the meanwhile, having.heard

~&yo~' various c~mment~ or with appropriate Staff people -- I
17 presume that might be OPE and OGC, to make a suggested
18 schedule with the alternatives depending on when we get
19 them,..

Does that sound - reasonable?

20

Okay, so why do we not proceed that way.

21' -

No,w.,. a-re there any questions, Len, tha,t you had

22:specifically needed in the form of decisions at this point
23- to proceed __ with outside of the questions that we have that
24' have developed?
25.

MR. BICKYIT;

No, I think we are fine.
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1'

I woul.d like to raise ·one

· -COMMISSIONE·R AHEARNE:

Z additional question..
3 anyone else.
4 i t in.

Perhaps

could think about it, or

I am no.t sure whe•ther it is appropriate to pu.t

An issue which has come up in both some of the·

s, comments and

am. sure is: going to be a major one· facing:· us

I

.

.

'

S:; is-

L~n

thf:s·. ·ques.t·io~·
.·..

:.

.

.o:f· a;; congr.essi.onal. mandate.

And. I am just

·'

to;:.~onie: to·· grips with. that particular aspect . o.f
.. ·
it,.: how.· we•'._decide·. w:hat the· particular congressional manda.te

7: no.t. sure· h():V'
.

·a~

:

..

.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
CRAIRM·AN PALLA·DINO:

11:'

12- congress.ional mand·ate, as· such?·

.e

Read what they

sai~.

But do we· have to have a
What I..Importance are tou

1& attaching to that?
COMMISSIONER

14,

AHEARNEI · The question is if, as the

15. Applicant has made a strong point that there is, at least
1~the

£1avor I get, is that one of the key arguments they ate

17 making_. is the congressional, for want of. a better initial
18 word I will use mandate •.
But I am not sure how to address that, because in

19

20

th~

past. we have had a fairly difficult time

extractin~

in

21c other cases what it was Congress was really speaking to, and
22' NEPA is a clear case of that.
23.
24• question.
25:

r just wanted to raise this as a potential
If anybody has any good. ideas, it would help.

MR- REMICK:

Commissioner Ahearne, one of the four
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·1 factors rel.a.tes to public· interest.

It seems like you

2 could ask the parties to· address what weight the Commission

3 shoul.d gi.ve to any Congressiona-1. mandate or national. po.licy

4 prior ta your decisiorr in deciding this~.
C01UUSSIONER AHEARBE:.

s·

r

j.ust for. mr.self: with deciding; ho.w
.. '•.

·i

Forrest, I

am comfortable

would· come out, if I

~

only.· knew:~hat, that manda·te v.as..

!y- difficulty at the

8' moment. is I am;.· a:.fi:a·id< wh'a:t we are going to get is a
.

.

·-

.

.

variety

.

9· of individual letter~ from. var1ous people· in Congress.

That

10 is not· the. best war of trying: to decide what was ·the

tt congressional

12

mandate~

CHAIRMA~

PALLADINO:

Maybe you could be sure w•
history~

13 have the· correct wording, out of the legislative
· M'R •.

BICKWIT~;

. Is. your question· are your options. in

. 15 any way constrained by v-ha t

the Congress. has said?

16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

17

COMMISSIONER AHEARN&:

Or are they driven?
No.

It is trying to -- if

1&on our final judgment -- I can see us at some stage drafting
1~an
~

order and part of.it is going to speak to, in some sense,

the will of Congress, th• intent of Congress.

21 of the· executive, i t is very easy.

In the case

In the final analysis

22· there is· on.e person who ·speaks for the execu.tive branch.
~

24

So

that is· fairly clear.
I' am at the moment trying to grope with how do we

2&decide if the Congress is speaking on this issue, currently
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it

i~

not clear to ma how to

d~cide

what that speech is,.

2 what that sense of Congress . is.
CHAIRMAN'PALLADINO:

Wel1, again, I think it would

4 be valuable to iook at· the legis.lative history and see. what

s·e

words- and how· they are. . used in that history and tha.t might

5; help us in. our decision •.
-r MR.;·. BICKWIT: · lfr •. ·Chairman, one further matter. you·

• 8\ left.: un.resolved fs;· w.hether you a,re asking for comment from,
9 the· publ'ic· or comment from· the parties.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

10

I would propose that it be

tt· the· part-ies, although the A'pplicant has suggested the
12. public.
13

I woul:d suggest it be the parties.

And I do think

we v:i.11 want to get comments from anr government agencies

14' that: are· in:: the process .•. · And I. wouid· leave i t at that.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

15

Well~

I· envisaged us

-

16 directing questions at the parties, not on·l.y at the

17 Applicant.

And I suppose if anyone else writes in, we ara

18

not going to

19

to read .it.

20

thro~

the response out, we are certainly going

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, I would want

21- specifically to make sure· the parties are invited to

22 comment, and I would like to make sure that any government

23 agency that has a role in this matter would be permitted to
~-comment.

But I left the word "pUbtic~ in there because that

25 was the suggestion of the Applicant •.
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1

But is it the sense of the Commission that they

Z would like to address the invitation to the parties?
MR. BICKWIT:

LenT

We have qot some legal research in

4 progress on whether confining i t to the parties creates any
5' problems.

We do_ not be1ieve it does, -but we have not

-a:,. finished. tha-t research.;. If- the Commission wants to. confine
7 it-_ to_ the· parties and we ultimately. come to the conclusion
-8' that
·9~
,,

it-_ wou·Id

be safer to- expand: i t to the pub1ic., then we.

wi11 make that- know.n and maybe- w-i11 reconsider.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

10

Well, rather than ·take a

tt formal v·ote-, let me find out how the· sense is.

Everything

12 else being: equal so. far as the law- is concerned, is there a
13 preference- for parties?:

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

___,_

CH.AIRMAN PALLADINO:

There is· on· my part.-

How about yours?

16

COMMISSIONE~

17

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

GILINSKY:

Well, as I said·

Subject to the input.
Asking questions of.-the

19 participants.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:.

20.
~

those

I am not excluding asking

questions~

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

22~-

No, no.

I understand.

~

That is what I see that first. stage as, getting the

~

responses.

25

So I would direct i t to the parties, too.
COMMISSIONER ROBERTS;

Ye would direct it to the
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f

public to cure the possible problem: Len is talking about.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

2

If there is a possible

3problem.
4

COMMISSIONER

5;

COMMISSIONER AHEARN.E:

. 5;.

rt·

~o,uld:

to·c the·. parties, wha·t

·r come~s in? .

.

We· will turn around.

GILINSKY~

Joe,. when you say address

you" do with material. that

A-·S·
'
. V·ic says,, . peop·le can still write in.

What

-

-- ,·

COMltISSIONER
10 part of the
1~

get.

proteeding~

we

obviously read whatever we

~an

The difference is whether we get everybody all excited

12 and fired

u~

to comment,

CHIIRHAN
14:

Well, as long as it is not

BRADFORD~

strong.

against --

a~

PALLADINO~·

. My. own feeling was not that

Tha·t is· why I· left "'public" in there...

15 preference was for

My

slight

But if you have interested

parties~

1a public members that want to comment, I would cettainlr take
17 into account their

comm~nts.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

Len, when we reach our

19 decision on this, what kind of a status does all this

w

information have that comes in?

Is this a decision that is

21' to be linked to that i-nformation?

Is it an on-the-record·

22 decision?
23:

MR. BICKWIT:

I think you would have to establish

24, the. record that what va the basis for your decision.
2~

think there is a very good

chanc~

I

that whatever decision you
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t reach would want to be litigated, and you would want a

2 record thai was adequate for judicial review •

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

.3

I guess, on balance, we

·4 will focus the question, but we might as well just ask the
5:public, and then you.have got everything wrapped up.

6'

COMMISSI"ONER BRADFORD,:

Well, let us see, does·

T that mean·; you,· have· to start building, Federal Register

81, publication times· .into'. this?

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
10 my vote until I
11: research.

T guess I am going to defer

hear what the leg.al counsel has after

So you have raised the question.

12·answered it.

We have not

But, in part, because you indicated you may

13·_ have· some more information to supply us •.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

14

Let us see, Len, if this

15 l.s not part of, the ad·judica tion ,, how could that be a
16 problem?
17

MR. BICKWIT:

That is the problem, that this is a

18 completely separate ma-tter.

If this is a completely

19 S€Parate matter from the adjudication, then why are we
20 asking for.comment only from the parties to that
21 · adjudication?

22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: - We will await your research.

23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

24:

MR. BICKWIT:

25 is.

What is the reason?

I do not know what your reasoning

I was hoping i t would not go that way, so we could
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1/ avoid' the problem •.
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well~

if it is going to avoid

3 the problem, having heard your· last comment, I would tend to
4 lean· more toward the public comment.

COMMISSIONER
6-: to' do: so.

It is not in my interest

BRADFORD~

But Iet me . counse.1 you: bY: saying ,that if the

';.

8; are: -not_ going to avoid• --:

Yes,, you are still going: to

CHAIRMAN PA,LLADINO:
,-

10;. give us. the research.

I am not counting this as· a fina-1

t1 vote.

12.

Okay, are· there· any other· issues that we should

13, address' on this matter?
(No- response •..); ·
Okay~

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
1&much for

17"

com~ng~

Th~nk

you all very

And we stand adjourned.
p.m.~

(Whereupon, at 12:35

the Commission was

18 _9-djourned.)
19

*

*
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